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Monday, August 23, 1982

Local conference studies
communications technology
Since the shock of the Russians
beating the United States into space
with the Sputnik satellite 25 years
ago, the U.S. has never been at a
technological disadvantage, said
U.S. Sen. Harrison HJack" Schmitt
Saturday at UNM. The NASA program launched a whole new era, an
era of information and instantaneous
communication.
Unfortunately, our technical
know-how has not been used effectively to bring about world change,
Schmitt said. Communications has
changed drastically since Ron
'Dutch' Reagan settled in behind the
mike at WHO radio in Des Moines,
but this President has failed, like
most past administrations, to make
the political decisions on the international application and exchange of
information, said Allan Weinstein
of Georgetown University.
The development of such a coordinated national policy on telecommunications was the topic of a conference Saturday jointly hosted by
UNM and the Georgetown University Center for Strategic and International Studies.
About 50 persons attending the
''Telecommunications and the
Southwest'' conference heard a
number of speakers including
Schmitt and Weinstein .addressing
the problems and promise of intema-

munications Commission in 1934
tiona! telecommunications.
The speakers characterized the must be altered to allow American.
U.S. as having the leading role in Firms to Compete abroad, and a centelecommunications for decades to tral planning agency needs to be crecome, if the U.S. can present a uni- ated, Schmitt said.
fied message to the rest of the world
Schmitt and the other speakers
on how America will use its abun- were particularly critical of the
dant knowledge. Now our policies Reagan foreign policy initiatives reare contradictory and often threaten- garding telecommunications. The
ing to the developing world.
wisdom of broadcasting the 'Radio
On th~ one hand, the U.S. prom- Marti' home news service into
otes international communication Cuba, as announced by the State Dethrough cultural exchanges and ex- partment last year, when Castro has
hibitions, but on the other hand, the the capability to completely disrupt
U.S. is embarking on programs to U.S. domestic transmissions in reuse our telecommunications systems taliation, was held up as a prime
as weapons. Public discussion of example of the misapplication of our
satellite-borne lasers in space and
continued on page10
foreign policy decisions to broadcast
to Poland and Cuba information
contrary to official sources has
American friends and foes alike
wondering what we have in mind,
the panel agreed.
Senator Schmitt, whose experience in the NASA space program
makes him one of the few political
WASHINGTON (UPI) - Deleaders that fully understands the spite enacting $30 billion in spendpotential of international telecom- ing cuts and $98.3 billion in new tax
munications, gave a broad overview revenue, Congress is less than oneof congressional efforts on the sub- third of the way towjll'd finding the
ject. Congress is just beginning to total tluee-year savings assumed in
address the fundamental problems, the 1983 budget resolution.
This year's difficult and hardSchmitt said, and a great deal of
work remains. Laws dating from the fought decisions on program cuts
inception of the Federal Com- and new or higher revenues represent only the guidelines for the deficit ~uctions required by the resolution.
And they IICCOUnt for just over 30
percent of the savings and revenue
increases required.
1be rest of the savings must be
The Board of Regents will meet at in additional· revenue annually. Gal- llllde in the appropriations biDs 9 a.m. today in the Roberts Room in legos said he feels that clarification the biUs that actually provide the
of the funding policiy and the money for govemlnent spending.
Scholes Hall.
But fiscall983 begins Oct. I, and
Among the agenda items to be approval of his recommendations Congress .-... which has yet to even
for future fixed funding for the Lobo
discussed is a request by ASUNM will result in· more stabilization for consider any of the 13 appropriapresident Michael Gallegos for clartions biDs for that year - does not
ification of Daily Lobo funding pro- the campus paper.
Gallegos is also recommmending retum from its Labor Day vacation
cedures.
that the additiomil revenues that will until Sept. 8.
That makes it virtually certain that
Gallegos has proposed a new be provided as a result of his recomfixed funding policy which would mendation should be used to re- Congress will be forced to pass a
another so-called "continuing renet the Lobo approximately $5,000 establish a yearbook.

Joe Cnvarctw

SENATOR SPEAKS: Harrison Schmitt addresses conventioneers
regarding international telecommunications.

Congress short of goal;
more reductions required

Regents to consider
Lobo funding proposal

Joe Cavaretta

solution,'' to keep at least some gov- reconciles current law with the new
ernment agencies and programs spending targets, and Congress must
funded at 1982 levels.
stiU deal with this politically sensiCongress has passed all of its tive issue.
appropriations bills only once in the
JP. the same category is military
past eight years - in 1977. The spending. Congress still must find
pace, in fact, has become so hectic the politkal courage to approve a
some senators are trying to replace defen• •pending bill $7.6 billion
the annual budget process with a smaller than than President Reagan
Qri,U.aJJy requested for fiscal 1983.
two-year process.
More than half of the savings Overall, the 1983 budget resolution
targets of the budget resolution are assumes $280 billion in ~uced outJays over the next three years from
~bmdingonthecommm~s,and
therefore may be difficult to get the total that otherwise would have
been spent with no resolution.
enacted.
Much of that comes from "manFor example, the budget assumed
spending cum in the guaranteed stu- 8Jement savings" through eliminadent Joan program, but they did' not tion of waste, fraud and abuse, and
fall under the orders in the bill that from ~uced interest costs.

Joe cavaretta

NEW HOME: The UNNI Child Csre Co·op recently moved into new
FUND RAISER: ICNNIE-TV, Albuquerque's public television ststion, kicked off its Summerfest qusrtetsst1919LssLomssNE. Thechlldrenproudlydisplsytheir
lund·r•lslng c•mp•lgn S•turd•Y· See.r.el•ted.stor.y ,,. P•l• B~
• . . • •. . • . . .
, . . . . . Jigq .O.I.l(sjd, tht~ir new ''home sws~ from home."

Wire Report
Israelis blockade
ai~Fatah evacuees
IIEIIHJT, Lebamm- Five lsraclt mi~'ilc
buats hlockmkd the port of Beirut Sunday.
lWVt'lltlll!! u 'hip C<trrying Y<1~'cr Arafal'>
guerrilla' from suiling for Tunisia on the
1~cond day of the Palestine Ubcration Organitation's exodus from Lcb;mon.
The five bracli ~unbonts moved into polillon off Beirut after a convoy of I ,200 departin!( al Fatah guerrillas roared to the port under
a ,howcr of rice and gunfire nod singing the
l'atilh anthem, "My Country, My Country."
Israel's urrny radio said the guerrillas had
loaded 10 Land Rovers and several grenade
launchers onto the ship and that the ugreemcnt

By United Press International

ending 77 days of fighting allowed the guerrillas to leave with only their personal weapons.
In Washington, Defense Secretary Caspar
Wcinbcrgcr said jeeps were not covered under
the agreement and. "There is no lsraeli right
to block a ship." He called it a "lawyer's
dt,putc" that should be settled after the ~hip
lcnvc.\ port.
Weinberger said special U.S envoy Philip
llablb was negotiating to clear up the confusion.
The confrontation at the port was the first
sctbnck since llabib's evacuation phm was set
in motion Saturduy with the c.lcpanurc of the
first 397 PLO guerrillas, who sailed to Larnaca, Cyprus, and then flew to Jorc.lan and lmq.
But in eastern Lebanon, hoth side~ already
appeared to be preparing to rc.sumc fighting
J'or control of the Bckaa Valley where Syrian
and Palestinian forces arc squared off against
Israeli troops.
Lebanese sources said Syria sent 400 tnnks.

including Soviet-built T-72s, to back up their
defenses in the valley anc.l Israel countered by
moving 220 vehicles up to the battle lines in
eastern Lebanon.
Israeli troops restored electricity to west
Beirut for the first lime since July 26.
Lebanese officials said a continuing food
blockade of the city would be gradually lifted
as the evacuation gained momentum.

El Salvador military
accused of killings
SAN SALVADOR, El Salvador- El
Salvador's top churchman Sund~y blamed
government security forces and their civilian
militia backers for mos( of the 270 political
killings recorded in the past two weeks.
Acting Archbishop Arturo Rivera y Damas,
who presents a roundup of violence in his

Home of the latest in Broiled Food and the Homemade SweetroU

BREAKFAST

Sunday sermons at San Salvador's central
cathedral, said a church-run hum<~.n rights
group reported 17 people "captured" by
security forces last week.
He also noted the government has'liot freed
24 school teachers, including the wife of Deputy Education Minister Roberto Serrano, accused by Treasury Police of being members of
the Popular Liberation forces guerrilla group.
Rivera y Damas said the suspects were
holding a meeting of the teachers association
when they were arrested Aug. 14.
The San Salvador prelate said that in the
week ending Aug. 12, the church recorded
131 political killings, with 88 civilians among
the victims. For the week ending Aug. 19, he
saic.l, !39 slayings were reported and 109 of
the victims were civilians.
"The majority (of the killings) are from the
security forces and para-military groups," he
said, referring to civilian militia associations
allied to the military.
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FREE French Fries

.... 20
...20

with this Coupon and the Purchase
of a Hamburger ($1.20 or more)
Coupon <>Xpir('S H-2tl-82

2 pieces Golden Fried Chicken

GOLDEN
FRIED
CHICKEN

Roll, Spicy Beans, Jalapeno Pepper, and Medium Beverage
5189 with'coupon
Open at
Reg. '2"
11:00 Daily
use our convenient drive up wtndows at
1830 Lomas at Yale
4700 Menaul NE
Expires 8-29·82
5231 Central NW

Harry's Place
& Gameroom

One Chili Dog (red or green)
and a Beer or Soda only

Pure Kosher Hot Dogs

99¢

2128 Central SE

chte'CIIda:t•clhe~ese

Offer good with coupon through 8-29-82

.'CtleCiac:u cheese 6 onion
ch~~dc,ar chees~ & onion
,
b4~ons. ·•......•••..•••.• _ .•. -• .. _••-.. . ~ ~ • •.•. 2·.·19
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Get Two Free

Student Book Store
opposite UNM

..8'9 1.39 (.

'

Buy one Mars .5mm Pencil
with extra leads and eraser for $5.99
and Get Two More Free.
Limit 24 per customer. Dealers welcome.

2122 Central Ave. SE
243-1777
M-F 8:30-5:30

6 onion

Sat 10-5

Offer expires 12-31·82
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Fresh Salads

Pizzo by the pan ...
Pepperoni (or cheese) pizza by the slice
(across from UNM) 2004 Central SE

BUY ONE SLICE

.
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Monday Aug. 23 • Tuesday Aug. 24

~

one coupon per customer
(not applicable on specials)
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RUNNERSHOE WORLD il1

li
I~ 3515 LOMAS BLVD. N.E. 505 268-6300
I -8"' ALBUQUERQUE. NEW MEXJc0 87106

·-~~

Saucony

ne"t to Russell's IJakery

;1
acI
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~-

but Running Stuff

1O«ro off

I

on any running shoes

I
11
I
1

with coupon thru

Aug. 29

------------------~---------------------··

Daily

266-0550
7:00 o.m.- 12:00 p.m.

2400 Central SE
Across from
Johnson Gym

l'a~'l'

.J. Nt•w Mt•w·o Ow/1 l.o/m. AliJ!Il'l 21, I'JX2

l'ii,I!L' 7. New .Ht·\in• l>ai/1'

lc•l>o. August

ZJ.
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All Rights Reserved
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Over the Top
by Phil D. Hernandez
Last Thursday in Washington,
we were presented with the in·
toresting spectacle of liberal
Democrats siding with President
Reagan in support of a tax in·
crease that only benefits the rich.
It only goes to show that it
doesn't matter who controls
Congress; the people suffer
anyway.
Certain elements of the tax
package are quite reasonable:
higher taxes on cigarettes, tela·
phone service and airline tickets,
for openers; these cut across the
board, Closing a number of busi·
ness loopholes will also increase
tax revenue, although I suspect
that small business, not big busi·
ness, will have to pay for itand in any case, we foot the bill
through higher prices.
But guess who gets stuck with
the major burden of the new in·
come reporting requirements?
Those who work primarily for
tips, of course. Let's face it- no
one named Rockefeller (to name
one group of rich people) Is likely
to be waiting on your table In the
near future.
Those of us who are able to
store a little bit of money in sav·
ings accounts will see some of
the interest taken away by the
Feds before it can be compounded, long before April 15. Most
college students don't earn $150
per year in interest, but many
middle class families do, and exemptions for the poor and elderly will most likely not apply.
If you have a large medical bill,
you may not able to take deduct
it from your taxes. If your income
is, say, $10,000 and your medical
bill is between $300 and $499,
the new tax bill just screwed you.
Meanwhile, the "three martini
lunch" can still be deducted.

Most of us do not have the time
to take long business lunches, let
alone afford to pay for them.
Also, loopholes for individual
taxpayers remain open- and it
is those loopholes that the rich
use to avoid paying their fair
share of taxes.
Because income tax rates are
unchanged by the bill, it gives
the appearance of being fair, but
in between the $15 billion in so·
cial program spenl;fing cuts and
the extra aid for the unemployed,
there Is very little in the bill that
makes the rich pay more taxes
than before, and very much that
makes the rest of us pay more,
That's not very liberal of you,
Messrs. O'Neill and Kennedy.

'DID IT COME ON SUPDiNl,"( OR DID Hf Sl1DW SYMPTOMS?'

Letters

Poor suffer from Reagan
Dear Editor:
like Liberace, Reagan is
laughing all the way to the bank.
He Is also laughing on the backs
of the poor. Whenever he makes
a speech, or he is questioned, he
will inevitably come out with
some kind of "cute" joke: "Oh, I
didn't know I was up for grabs."

The identical thing occurred
when Reagan was governor of
California and blamed the
"Brown machine."

Not too long ago, he made the
comment "we must tighten our
belts." I haven't noticed that he
and hIs affluent friends have
been tightening their belts lately.

It appears that our dear presi·
dent could care less whether he
loses his position as president. I
do not believe he has one serious
bone in his body.

Whom in this country of ours
do we have to emulate if not our
chief? They just go on spending,
oblivious to the dire needs of the
poor, spending the poor taxpayers' money by having all the
The man with the perpetual splendor of great feasts, great
smile often refers back to the vacations, Nancy's extravagant
Carter Administration, saying clothing styles, travels back and
that he inherited its financial forth from Washington to Santa
problems. Reagan's favorite Barbara- to Barbados- to
song is "Don't Blame Me."
European countries, where he

DOONESBURY
/A/HAT
"'
/.';;7/T.
·
5EJ<6fiJ.NP.
\

has had absolutely nothing of
depth to say.
Every so often Reagan quotes
our dear past President
Roosevelt, whom he uses as his
"idol," and then tries to cut down
all the good Roosevelt did for the
poor.
It might give Reagan's wife
Nancy, as well as "Ronnie,"
some insight and foresight were
they to read and study Eleanor
Roosevelt's "On My Own," a
sharing of her experiences, both
public and private, since the
death of FOR (reprinted by Har·
per and Bros., NY 1959).
Would Nancy like to be known
as "one of the greatest and best·
beloved women of our times"?
Sincerely yours,
lee Reilich

by Garry Trudeau

TH/3 PRELIMINARY
a:xMOFTERRORlST
&VACUe&S HAS
ARRIV&[),

MfTA MINllllJ! Y/35,
lHIS IS fT? 7HIS 5/R..
I
15 711& OFFICIAL

Editor:.
In regards to Mark Blazek's
sensationalist article of August 16- it seems the jour·
nalist has not done his home·
work by reporting opinionated heresay.
A3-0 class taught this summer for four weeks was in·
tended to be a brief introduction to the fundamentals of
sculpture. The summer heat
must have prevented some
people from a learning experience. ART 122 is designed to
expose students to new ideas,
materials and techniques before they start sculpture classes. Grades are based on hard
work, experimentation and a
grasp of new ideas; not
whether the teacher thinks
they are making "art."
Students expecting face
and figure drawing might buy
a "how to" book from a crafts
store armed with the tools
they should have learned
from a class, Why are you in
college anyway?
Melanie Mills

P.La ,..,w1c"'

SIR.

Reader accuses
sensationalism

UP TOS25 OFF!

SILADIUM®COLI,EGE RINGS
NOW ONLY

,,I

We've got what you want- a handsomely styled selection
of college rings at a price you can afford. SIL~f?IUM® Coll~ge
Rings carefully crafted in the ArtCarved trad1t1on from a fme
and durable jeweler's metal.
Add your choice of custom options to the design you select
and you'll have a ring you'll want to wear for years to come.

NEW MEXICO

Dally Lobo

But don't delay. Visit the ArtCarved Ring Table and get your
ring at a price that's too good to lastf
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Monday through Friday every regular weak
of the University ve•r, weekly during closed
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by Garry Trudeau
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New Mo•lco 87131.
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August 23, 24

TIME:
9am-4pm

PLACE:

Student Book Store
2122 Central SE
rl1982 ARTCARVED CLASS RINGS, INC.

r---------1 KNME plans fund drive;
I Wei~:~:. ~~~~ds:~~i=nts! II $45,000 goal set

Summcrfcst5 is 10 nights of good transmitter is so old that no replace- when the old transmitter has broken
programming, fun and a live pledge meat parts arc available. In fact, down in the past, KNME has been
drive to fund raise <~bout $45,000 to
off the air for days at a time because
offset federal budget cutbacks, said
"we'd have to do a massive rebuildGreg Peterson, KNME-TV public
ing project."
information director.
This is the ftrst time the largest
KNME-TV channel 5 is Albuportion of the station's budget will
your first donation only.
querquc's public television station,
go into engineering instead of progLimit 1 per neW donor.
and according to Peterson, it operramming, Peterson said.
ates on a $2 million fiscal budget,
Volunteers interested in helping
Not good with any other offer,
which is" not much when compared
KNME-TV during Summerfest 5 or
Expires 9-3-82
with commercial stations.'·
future fund raisers should contact
Summcrfest 5 began at 5 p.m.
Volunteer Coordinator Carol Kyle,
Q
00
QSmQ
Saturday with the volunteer assist277-2121.
ance from Southwest Travel. The
122 Yale SE
fund drive will continue nightly
Albuquerque, NM 87106
through Aug. 30 beginning at 4:30
(505) 266-5729
p.m. on weekends and 5:30 p.m.
weeknights.
Students confused about which strategies, assessment of personal
- - - - - - - - For the next 10 nights volunteer career choice to make have the goals and resume writing will be co··
· ---· -- -- ·- - - ·- -- - - - ·--· · ·- ·· --- groups such as civic organizations,
vered in General Studies 4722, from
sororities and fraternities, will man opportunity to enroll in a General 2-3 p.m. Tuesdays, or in General
on
Career
Planning
Studies
course
';!'
phone lines during programming
Studies 4720. from 2-3 p.m.
,J
breaks. Community support in any and Exploration.
Wednesdays,
amount will be accepted, Peterson
~ ~
said. This year, KNME has
Vocationalinteresttests,exploraClass size is limited .
.a..~
""~
budgeted about$600,000from com- tion techniques, job-hunting
~...,.
~
munity support, he said.
~
~ ''
For a $30 pledge, a patron will . . . . - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - .
receive a one year subscription to
Take Five, KNME's program guide,
Peterson said. The Take Five guide
has a 15,000 circulation and is the
largest city-distribution magazine,
he noted.
If a generous patron donates
$500, world-famous balloonist
Maxi Anderson has agreed to take
Ten prominent architects and Phoenix, Ariz., will speak on
that person on a balloon ride during
planners from throughout the na- "Growing Urban Villages in the
the Albuquerque balloon fiesta,
tion will participate in the fall Southwest.''
Peterson said. The patron plus a
lecture series sponsored by the
Oct. 18 - Charles Montooth
friend may ride in Anderson's balUNM School of Architecture and ofTaliesin West near Scottsdale,
loon if $1,000 or more is pledged.
Ariz., will discuss "The Work of
Planning.
A
representative
of
Houston's
the
Frank Lloyd Wright FoundaThis is the ftrst time in kNME's
Taft
architectural
group
will
open
tion,
A Look Toward the Fuhistory that the station will have had
the series by discussing "The ture.''
to hold three fund drives. In the past,
Clarity of Formal Order" at 5:30
Oct. 25 - Garrett Eckbo, a
the station has held two, one in DeSept.
20
in
the
Student
Union
landscape
architect from San
cember and one in March, Peterson
Francisco,
on
"The Landscape
T!1eater.
said.
Architecture of Garrett Eckbq,''
All
lectures
except
one
will
be
During this fiscal year which be·
Nov. J -Jack Schoop, planheld at 5:30p.m. Mondays in the
gan July I, 1982, the largest portion
Student Union Theater. All lec- ning and development director
of their budget will come from
tures are free and open to the for the city of Dallas, on "The
UNM. About 30 percent will be
Dallas Arts District and the Dalpublic.
generated from community support,
las 2,000 Congress."
Other
lecturers
and
topics
inI 8 percent from the government and
Nov. 8 - Edward Mazria, an
clude:
about 8 percent from Albuquerque
Albuquerque architect, will
Sept.
27
Walter
Netsch
of
Public Schools, Peterson said,
Chicago's Skidmore, Owings speak on ''Transition of
Brian Murray plays both Sydney Carton and
Other sources of income are progand Merrill will discuss ''Tech- Architecture.''
Charles Darnay in this two-part adaptation of the
ram underwriting and alternate fund
Nov. 15- Judith Chafee, an
nology and Asthetics, Past and
Charles Dickens favorite. The tvvo dties are
raisers, such as selling advertising in
architect from Tuscon, Ariz., on
Future."
their Take Five program guide.
London and Paris at the time of the
Oct. 5 - (the only Tuesday "The Region of the Mindful
Most of the pledges phoned in
lecture) Walter Netsch and Heart."
French Revolution. and the d1aractcrs
during Summerfest 5 will be used in
Nov. 22- Reyner P.
Nathaniel Owings will discuss
some of Dickens' most memorable.
the purchase of new equipment in"Skidmore,
Owings
and
Merrill
Banham,
a University of CaliforOriginal music is provided by Hans Wurman.
cluding an audio board and a tower
nia at Santa Cruz professor of
Remembered: 1933-1980."
Brought to you by
transmitter and antenna, which will
Oct. 11 - Richard Counts, architecture will discuss "High
be installed on the crest during
city planning director for Tech and High Finish."
November.
Peterson said the station's current
Public Service CompanyofNewMexico
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Natural Sound's

KNME·TV

Career choice class available

I

Architects to bring
knowledge to UNM

Hational Radio Theatre
on I(UHM 90.1fm

Monday. August 23rd, at 10 p.m.
KUNM presents

Lowest Blank Tap·e Prices Ever!

maxell~)

UDXL

&TDK
UD

UD 90 2.50 each
UDXL2 90 2.99 each

090 2.00 each

'1\ TALE OF TWO CITIES"-Part II
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Principal series /unding provided by A COMPANY CALLED TRW

fast, free
30 minute
del·ivery
~---------------, ~---------------,
! $2.00 ! ! $1.00 !
i
Off
i i
Off
i
Hours:
4:30-1:00
Sun. Thrs.
4:30-2:00
Fri. & Sat.

~

1
1
I

Two dollars off the price
of any 16" 2 item or
more pizza
One co• 8""~'~ per pizza
Expires. •31·82

I

8·25-82

1

I

1I

lfl
i

Fast, Free Delivery

I

3920 Central SE

I

262·1662

15730 : .

262-1662

I

1
1

1

1
1
I

1
1

I

I

1

I

II

I

One dollar off the price I
of any 1 item or more
1

1

~zm

I

8·31·82

I

1I

afl
i ~~ m
I

I

I

One coupon per pizza. I
Expires:
I

I
I

=.

1s13o

I

I

Fast, Free Delivery

I
1

3920 Central SE

I

262·1662

1

262-1662 :I

~---------------~ ~---------------~

Hours:
1 0-9 Mon. • Sat.
11·6 Sunday
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Catron County has 1

Computers used by highway engineers
Watch that old section of paVC·
m~nt on l.a Bajada hill. It has some
rou!(h spots, and the curvature and
st,•cp grade have contributed to five
fatal acc1dcnts in the past three
years. The pavement should have
tJC<,~n rc~urf aced in 1980, but the data
shows thr. work has not yet been
completed.

'This IS not a warning from the
New Mexico State Police. Rather it
~~ a sample of the sort of detailed
mformation now available to high·

way cngmeers and planners as part
of a single database presented on a
video screen. While we can't clear
those !uttered and unfoldable roadmaps out of the glove box and install
our own computer terminals just yet,
the new integrated database is
another step forward toward the day
when any information can be made
available at the touch of a button.
The computerized information
contained in the video display is the
content~ of six separate and formerly

incompatuble databases from several government agencies. It was developed as a demonstration project
by the UNM Division of Government Research to show the potential
for storing and retrciving information in a package that is comprehensive and ea.~y to use.
The database is displayed in color
on the screen as connecting halfmile segments of the highway fwm
the Santo Domingo turnoff to Santa
Fe, much like a roadmap. However,

the information also displayed gives
more information than any map
could.
Each location is numbered, with
the accident rate, construction, replacement date and deficiencies of
the segment listed to the right of the
highway sketch. Using additional
commands, the altitude, grade and
curvature can also be found. Previously, to get a totul picture of the
roadway's construction, engineers
had to cross-reference numbers from
six different readouts.

Robert Anderson, director of the
DGR, feels the project will eventually be a tremendous time-saver
for professionals. The project is only
an initial step, and additional research and equipment could expand
the database to include many more
possibilities and types of analysis,
Andersen said. Next, the computer
diskettes of the program will be forwarded to the Federal Highway
Administration for their examination and possible recommendation
for additional funding, Anderson
added.

Rural Doctors needed; UNM program helps
Kent Kullby
If you lived in Catron County, .the
largest county in New Mexico, you
would have only one doctor to go to
and he's 87-years-old.
In New Mexico and the rest of the
United States there is a great need [or
doctors and nurses in rural areas,
However, the Primary Care Curriculum of the UNM Medical School
hopes to change that.
In its fourth year theP.C.C. takes
20 freshman medical students and
gives them I 0 months of classes and
six months training in Gallup, Deming, Zuni, Cuba and other small
towns.
The P.C,C. is the only one of its
kind in the country.
Even the I 0 months of classes arc
unique in comparison with the way
other schools teach. "The curriculum matches the way students learn
in medical school to the way they
have to learn as physicians," said
Dr. Arthur Kaufman who started
organizing the program six years
ago.

Kaufman calls it Problem Based
Tutorial Learning. Students work in
groups of four to six people with a
tutor who shows them patients with
specific problems. They first identify where the problem is located:
the heart, lungs, nervous system,
then track the cause of the problem
by studying the parts of the body
involved.

place the students and makes
periodic visits to them around the
state. He worked for two years ;n
Washington D.C. with the National
Hc!!lth Service Corps to serve the
medical needs of .rural areas. He
says New Mexico has about 20 percent fewer physicians per population
than the rest. of the nation,

Alamos counties there is one doctor
for every 400 people. Outside this
area there is one for every I ,328
people,'' Kantrowitz said.

If there are no patients with problems the students need to study, the
tutors will get actors to play out a
disorder, oi they will use case studies.

But the contrast is more glaring
·
within the state.
"In Bernalillo, Santa Fe and Los

fi:o~ the People's Republic of Cnina

Kantrowitz considers the P.C.C.
a premier program for the country to
take note of, and it is being noted,
nationally and internationally,
Earlier this month a delegation
VISited the UNM Medical School
and were very interested in the

P.C.C.
·'China is primarily a rural country and they want to tmin their physicians to serve these areas as well as
training others for research,'' Kaufman said.
The real test of success for the
curriculum is whether the students
will choose to practice medicine in
Cities w.ith big hospitals, high technology and set working hours, o( opt
for the small facilities.

But what makes the P.C.C. unique in the country is the six months
of training.
''We're bridging the gap between
the medical school and the outlying
communities," Kaufman says.
In groups of two, students spend
four to six months with a practicing
physician in a small town.
Dr. Martin Kantrowitz helps

New Mexico registers
draftees above average
Michael A.

1

VIDEO HELP: The UNM Division of Government Research has
developed a computerized system to assist highway engineers.

Assistance wanted
for handicapped
Esperanza Respite Service is currently looking for individuals in the
nortneast and northwest areas of
Albuquerque to provid~ sitter-type
care for mentally retarded and physically handicapped individuals, said
Kathi Norris, Respite coordinator.
Interested persons must be at least
18-years-old and have had some ex-

perience with handicapped persons.
The program works with infants
through early teens.
For an opportunity to work in the
child's home or in your own home,
or for more information, contact
Kathi Norris, Respite coordinator at
873-0600.

Telecommunications
Sedgefield"'
Do-Nothing•"' Denims
• All Cotton!
• All Natural!
• Won't wrinkle, pucker or
shrink out of size
• Resists twisting in the leg
• They'll make you look terrific
no matter what you're doing
• Sedgefield Jeans. For the
physical fit

Fashion
Jeans by
Sedgefield
• Decoralive stitched
back pockets
• 100% cotton
Do·Nothing" Denim
• Boot·cut leg
silhouette

Prep Sizes, 25 to 30 Waist

SPECIAL REDUCED
PRICE

$24.00

Young Mens' Sizes
28 -38 Waist

Young Mens' Sizes
28 to 38 Waist

$19.95

$26.50
Above jeans prices subject
to $5 discount with copy of ad

Values to $30.00

'----------.-1

continued from page 1
technology.
As an example of a missed opportunity, several of the panelists desci bed the recent UNESCO conference in Mexico City. Mexican officials were intent on cooperation,
particularly on television broadcasts
for education purposes. Although
impressed by Me11ican frankness
and sincerity, the discussions had an
inconclusive end because American
representatives had no authority to
negotiate an international agreement.
All the panelists believed New
Mexico could play a significant role
in international telecommunications
and cooperation. The state's unique
relationship to Latin America and
burgeoning high-technology industries were cited as the reasons why
New Mexico could be in the forefront of telecommunications research and development for the entire nation and the world.
Deregulation of telecommunications was strongly backed by the
speakers as the most positive step
toward making American firms
competitive with foreign efforts.
Many lucrative deals have slipped

by because of bureaucratic inflexibility, the panelists said.
In conclusion, the conference
emphasized that the major problem
is a lack of understanding on the part
of our leaders. The decisions on international telecommunications are
becomming more and more political
rather than technical, and require
quicker reactions if superior American methods and systems are not to
be passed over in favor of more expedient agreements elsewhere.
Communications are drawing the
World closer together every day and
the U.S. must make better use of our
technology edge, and soon.
The panelists included Mimi
Dawson and Henry Rivera, both
FCC commissioners; Kalman
Schaeffer, assistant to the FCC
chairman; Bernard Wunder, assistant secretary for communications at
the Department of Commerce; Bill
Diefenderfer and Ward White,
counsels to Schmitt's committee on
Commerce, Science and Transportation, and George Lind, chief
lobbyist for the Public Broadcasting
Service. Moderator for the discussions was Richard Wiley, a former
FCC chairman.

U.S.diplomat fears forlife
PARIS (UP!)- American diplomat Roderick Grant. the target of
a terrorist bomb attack that killed a
police explosives expert, said Sun·
da)' he feared the bombers might
strike again.
Grant, whose 5-ycar tour of duty
as U.S. Embassy commercial counselor is up, said he is leaving Paris at
the end of the week for a new assignment in Seattle, Washington, with
the Department of Commerce.

Embassy sources said Urant, ot
Glendale, California, and his wife
were under 24·hour guard after terrorists placed a bomb underneath
their parked car when the family
drove away Saturday. The bomb
failed to explode and was found
lying ill the gutter after Grant's car
drove off.
"We were on our way out, lillYway, This bomb has made our last
few days a little less pleasant.

New Mexico's young men are
registering for the Selective Service
at a rate of . 76 percent higher than
the national average.
This rate compares with Montana, which has a 97.5 compliance
rate, and Californa with the lowest
national rate of 83.4 percent.
The state's Selective Service System estimates that 49, 141 young
men in New Mexico should register,
but 45,091 have complied so far.
New Mexico led the nation in
voluntary service in World War II,
primarily because of the National
Guard units that served in Bataan
and Corregidor and also because of
state enlistments that resulted after
the "Death March."
The stute also fared well in voluntary enlistments during the Vietnam
war.
Failure to register for the Selective Service within 30 days before or
after the 18th birthday carries a
possible $10,000 fine and five years
in prison.
Registration forms can be
obtained at U.S. Postal Service
branch offices. Some type of identification must be presented to the
postal clerks.
Late registrations are curtelltly
being accepted, but beginning this
month the Selective Service System
will utilize computers to track down
the estimated 527,000 young men

across the country who have failed
to register.
The first man indicted for failing
to registe( for the draft is Benjamin
Jasway, 21, a San Diego college student.
.
While some young men are avoiding military service, others are seeking the service as a means of financing their education.
Some students, according to the
U.S. Army Albuquerque District
Recruiting Command, have enlisted
in the Army reserve because there
they are allowed to split their basic
and advanced training into two summer periods. Students who enlist in
the Army reserve do not need interrupt their college program.
In addition, the Command
claims, students have enlisted in the
reserves because it' 'offers part-time
service that minimally conflicts with
their busy schedules."
Reserves Officer Training Corps,
another option, is offered at 303 colleges in America. According to the
command, ROTC can be combined
with reserve service.
The command claims that of those
students not utilizing the military
funds, some have "been forced to
put off plans to attend college until
they build savings,'' while others
have decided to attend a less expen•
sive institution than originally
planned.

Recharter
on time
so your oreanization
can aPPear in the 1982-83
--camPus Guide to
Chartered Student
Oreanizations''
Rechartering deadline is Friday, Sept. 1Oth
THIS YEAR STUDENT ACTIVITIES \/ILL AGAIN BE LISTl~G
CHARTERED AND RECHARtERED sTUDm ORG4NIZATIONS IN
A SPECIAL SUPPLE~EST nF THE OAILY LOijO BUT, TO BE
IUCLUDED IN THIS PUBLICATION YOU 1\UST RECHARTER YOUR
;ROUP ON WIE. THE INFORfiATIO~i !4E GET F.IOM YOUR
RECHARtERING FOR" \II LL BE USEn TO DESCRIBE YOUR
ORGANIZAT!O~ MID LIST ITS ,JFF!CERS. IF YOU HAVE
~'IY JUESTIONS QR P•onms, ONTACi STUDENT ACTIVITIES.
i!T VHIO€ JR CJ1\f or qaon lOG, STUDENf WHO~ BU!LOJN,

Weleotnes Baek
IJNM Students%
we~re

now a lull serviee

bar~

Lnnehes served daily
Calendar of Events
Monday (8-23) Happy Hot~rs: 4-7pm
Start off school with our Blt~e Don·
day Speeiat:
7 -12pm Blue Margaritas are just $1
Tu.esday(8-24) Happy Hours: 4-7pm
75¢ Draft Beerfrom 4pm to
closing!
Wednesday (8-25) Happy Hours: 4-1'pm
Kamikaze 1Yight:7-12pm Kamikazes are just 31.
Bonnie Bluhm Band 9pm-lam
Thursday (8-26) Happy Hours: 4-7pm
Sehuapps 1Yight:7-l'>JH11 shots of
Schnapp for just Sl
Bonnie Bluhm Band 9pm-lam
Friday (8-27) Happy Hour: 2-7pm
Friday SpeeiaJ:7pm to closing a
bottle of Dos Equis and a shot of
Cuervo Gold for just $2.
Bonnie Bluhm Band 9pm-1am
Saturday (8-18) Happy Hour: llam-7pm
Bonnie Bluhm Band 9pm-lam
SIIDday (8-29) Happy Hour: 1Yoou-7pm
\!

Happy Hour Speeials are: 2 for 1 well drinks and
75¢ 16oz. Draft Beer.

5-fo dlseoftllt for aU UNM Faeulty and
Staff 1l.am-6pm. Not valid with other
speeials.
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'A classic study in change'

Battle lines being drawn at U. of A .
said their course or action will be
made public within three or four
weeks.
Welch has been under heavy cri·
tictsm from the Senate recently but
~>ays the event> arc "a classic study
in change.··
"Any time you have radical
chang-e," Welch said, "it mean&
people are going to give up some
things. The entire poiiticlll structure
changes."
A di~putc between Wckh and the
Stll(/cnt Semrtc aro\t' when Wckh
n•~:cntlv dosed tiK' S•·mHl''' ac~ount
at the ctunpu' hDol"torc. Welch cxplarm,<l. "[ a~kl·d lor an intcmal ;wdit of therr ;11;rount twu w,,cks ngo
and was nollficd they have uvcrsrwnt. "

Murk llluzck
The l l111versity of Albuquerque
litudt·nt Senate met on Thur~day to
upprovc a budget und dcterrnmc
what ac:twn the senate will take rc·
gardill!' their growing rift with Uni ..
vcr,rly l'rt•,idcnt Frank Welch.
JIJ<• approval or u hudgct was by
l!'tJllt''l ol Wclt:h. "I won't approve
.ut! addrtrunal ~xpendl!ums by the
St•nal<' unit! thl'Y ~uhmit a budget,"
\Vl'idr 'auf
t\11<'1 appnwrn~· thl' lmdJ•t•t. tlw
S<'llal<' \H'lll utto r:Joscd ~~'''l<>ll
c I11Hrm· ll<rt a. •,tlllknt st•nah: ~ rc·t•
P""•idmt. would not dtsL'li'' tlw dL', r·,rnr~> made durinv till' dosed Sl''
·.ron hut rommt'lllt•d ·• Jt Uhc sen
att··.., artiun) will haw a htp impact
on tht• luuu·,· ol the uniwrsllv." Slw

Student Senate President Neal
Candelaria said his figures show
them well in the black, but Welch
said, "The figures in the business
office are the figures l have to go by,
and they show the Senate has overspent. ••
The resignation last week of
Geneva Nixon. University of Albuquerque's Dean of Students, further
intensifies the climate at the school.
Despite Welch's feeling that the
Dean of' Students may he an unncl'c;,,ary po>ition which he docs
not know whether he will fill, he said
he neither requested nor pushed Nixon to rc~ign.
"In fact." Welch said. "I gave
Geneva a 10 percent salary incrca~e
and u 15 percent fringe hcnent pack-

..5 .... ncrease

for the ne1tt year."
Welch maintains any communication problems between his
office and the Student Senate are
solely Candelaria's responsibility.
"r have made repeated attempts to
meet with Neal to discuss our problems, but he always shows up with
his attomcy," circumstances under
which Welch refuses to meet with
Candelaria. "l think they are afraid
to talk with me, because they know
they don't have a leg to stand on."
"They arc behaving in a rather
immature fashion," Welch said of
the student senate. "The leadership
of the senate has been brainwashed
by the dissident faculty. Their one
agenda now is to force Frank Welch
to resign or have him Jired."
Welch maintains all the facts
show improvement at the University
since he took over last September.
"We arc in the black," Welch
said, "we will end the year with a
surplus, we have given a 6 percent
sulary increase to the faculty, and
next year we will be investing
$500,000 in capital improvements.
In every position we have hired, we
have replaced a person with someone who has higher credentials. [
hardly think we are destroying the
academic integrity of this institution."
Welch said he feels the faculty
senate's recent vote of noconfidence was ''planned'' to have a
negative outcome. "The vote was
taken in the afternoon on Senior Day
and during summer registration at

Kirtland when a great. many of faculty who would have voted in my favor
were off campus," Welch said.
Welch said he feels his current
unpopularity is a natural result ofhis
attempt ro provide strong leadership. "The last strong leader was
Frank Kleinhenz," Welch said,
"When he left, things were pretty
strong.
''The University has gone
through deterioration for more than
a decade. The instability was due, in
part, to the fact we had seven presi·
dents over 10 years. I have a Christian and moral obligation to keep this
institution running smoothly. From
my perspective, to have a balanced
budget is Christian. Despite the sacrifices this requires, that is what I
intend to do."
1Jpon the advice from their attorney, the Student Sem~tc at University of Albuqquerque moved files of
their records and other paperwork to
UNM for safekeeping in mid-July,
Michael Gallegos, ASUNM president, said be is prepared to offer
more office space should the Student
Senate from the west-side university
need it. Gallegos also reported he is
helping Candelaria with a fundmising project.
But, Gallegos admitted, "I am
losing patience with them (the Stu·
dent Senate at U. of A.). I'm not sure
what their plans are, and I need to
know what they are going to do if
they expect the UNM student body
to be in a position to offer any assistance.''

i
I
l

French classes offered
L'Ecole De I' Alliance Francaise
fall tenn begins Sept. 13 with adult
classes in the study of the French
language and culture, said coordinator Margery Storrs.
Class-size is limited and takes

It Takes A Better Grade Calculator
To Get A Better Grade.
Hewlett-Packard
Calculators.

place in the infonnal atmosphere of
the teachers' homes, both in the daytime and evening.
More infonnation and a schedule
of classes is available from Margery
Storrs at 821-5788.

Kurt's Has It all
•
•
•
•
•
•

Darkroom Supplies
Cameras New & Used
Student Discounts
3 Convient Locations
All Major Brands
32 Years Serving Albuquerque

Every city deserves one good Camera Store
HP-12C ADVANCED
LCD SUMUNE

In Albuquerque
it's Kurt's

,._

(3'ft\el'~c'-01'1'tf/

!REGULAR $150)

Don't get burned by· the high cost of energy.

ON SALEf
$124.95
.,

BACK TO SCHOOL SPECIALS
LIST

HP-llC Advanc"d LCD

Sfrmhne ·

- ---- ·-

SALE

$1tJO 00 -$84.95
· · · -~-- r>mg,-.;n;_;,;a:BeLCD . ~ __
.: ~-!so
124.95
nr·, .,..... _lldvan~d_P_rogra_f111l]il_bf£_S!m-, """· ~·. ...
-i$o<f___tl4;75
nr·•o'-' Compu!er Sfi<!,llh>t L<;"D Shmhne __ _ _ _150 00 -~~.00
Fullv f'rog:.ammabL~ ~ _ .. _ . •..
____
750 00
588.00
:_: :.:~:_~_-;;·_, ,:.._;:'!'
. _ _Progr_am11_1able '"- 64__m<>rn
_ ... . • _?50()(~ __ .!_87.5(!
J-IP-41_t::_VAipllanurnent Programrna~Jr.> '" :l_lq mem_ .. - _ _3~!;~)(1___ .244_,2_5.
HP-8l!I_0_4A -~luJJ rn Card_R"ad<'r ..
______ 21~ 00 ___ . 169.95
HP·82~43A fl_attery OJ'"'!'hle ~nntl'r
_ :l?5.0Q_ _
299.95
HP:8215_3A()pJrcaiWand
___125~!0
IO!j.()Q
HP·82170A Quad_ Mortl(Jl}' Mndulc
___ ---'~S_!)(l_ ____80.00

oo--

HP·Il PERIPHERALS

HP;82160A 1-iPTC lntetf,-,~~-M.>li;;l( ·
HP:82l6l~D,g.tal C~s<•tte o;,;;., HP·8Zi6l!A Themr<>l Pnnter Plotlt•r
HP·S2180A Ex: ended "l'tlncfions M"~lul,;
HP~Siil!HA Extend-etl. M~m~rvM;,dule

ID_fili;s:.n82A f,n..~ M.,dule
Pt;FISO~Al

COMP\J1A110N

DEALER

12S 00

~

105.00

s56 (Jif - 44o.oii
7.~

oo·-

··

7S 1!0
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Albuquerque community and human service
agencies have openings for UNM student·
volunteers. If you are a student and want to
feel needed and valued while helping other
people, we encourage you to consider becoming a volunteer this semester.

Why volunteer?

67.50

• for a chance to gain skills and experience for a future careet~
• to take responsibility;

67.50

• to learn firsthand how community organizations
and human service agenc'tes work;

4951!0- ·-396:0il

-75 nt!

Student Volunteers
Needed By
Community Agencies

M:so

Drafting and Engineering kits
available at student prices.

• to relieve the tensions of academic life
• to make new friends and meet new people.

401 WYOMING NE•265·7981
Quality products tor the World of Science, E!ngineerlng & Sustness.

VISA
MASTER CHARGE
AMERICAN EXPRESS

Volunteer placements are handled through the UNM Student
Volunteer Bureau. The Bureau will give you Information about
the various positions available in the agencies, and help you
make the appropriate contact. If you are Interested call Connie
at 256-1663, or drop by the Bureau, 1801 Las Lomas.

Electricity and natural gas costs at UNM are exorbitant. In
1981 UNM paid more than S7 million for energy consumed on the main campus.
The New Mexico Legislature provides specific funds for
UNM's energy costs. As energy rates escalate, however, it
will be more difficult to pay the utility bills without cutting
into money earmarked for other educational purposes.
Don't let your educq•
sockets. Keep the li~

Two More Free
I for the price of 1 !!

other ughts off wheGet

Augu~t

2J, 1982
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Stress management techniques vary

Hells Angels attempt to change image

Kt·nt Kullhy
V.lwn ''"' l't't to Jlw t•nd oJ vour
I<~JH' 1w .1 knot and hanv 011. ,;, do
1"1'•" h;pnoOI<,, viwal IITI<I)'t'lJ or
nr.ul<.li .uh
It , ""''tlwr way ol )'l'tllll)' 111
··••k .111<1 laf.lln' rnnlrol of your'<• II.··
.. nd .\uu '>lark,, din·,·tor ol l.xlra
.".I!H.d ~l•·dllal J:dU<:allo<J al lilt•
I '\\1 "' f1ool o) Mt•dJclJW
\~)1,· rull'-. a ..,ln·..,..,--miwa~'t.•mt.•nt
• LJ·,·. "I"''' to any01ll' rvny Tue,day

FRISCO, Colo. (UPl) --Take
uway the daggers on their belts, the
tuttoos. the pony tails, the glints of
defiance in their eyes.

hfnst in the back last Wednesday,
app;trently from a strnnger. his 300
comrades in the area took it all in
stride.

Then lake away the low-slung
Harfcys and the dub colors on their
backs - and the Hell; Angels
would be, well, just a bunch of overgrown Boy Scouts camped out in the
Colorado Rockies.

Even so, not everyone buys the
Angels' "new image."

•!IIL'ffll 1n11

Wh.<t

v.anl In do t' ,l!iVl' the
l"'"flh" "' ha,l<·ally )!ood lwallh th~
'hllh th;!l thry ran u'" wh••n thc•y
u•mt• ltoml' !rom work lull of leu
'"""· SJ,uk' 'aid.
y,,ualmJa,l!erv i' one 'kill. In it a
['<"I"'" llK'rlt;tlly" lr;HJ<,porh llllll,l'li
to 01 plan· lw'd ltke to lw. "In the
da" we )'tVC !hem thi' dmlor.uc of
)'"Ill!' to llw rnotll<tain,, feeling llw
Wt'

,mcJJin~

llw pine lice,, hear·
Ill~ a tinUtnp \lreant; w<: try to )!iw
th~n1 \t)o!H. '<IUIHI. touch. >mdl and
ta;te And till' mmd c;m generate
till'
··wc·v~ had people where
tlwv'w 1'"1"' 111 tltt: beach. and we
tl'lf tlwm. ·c )It, llwt l'nld wave ha'
fllst ,·nmc• up and ran around your
ankk,, · and thev'vc >at in thctr
chatr; ;uJd ptdkd tip their llnklc; a' a
rdh:x." 'he explained .
Slarh '>Utd the dtt;.,e; arc good
fur tho'>r pcopk who don't have the
time or money to go to a hcallh spa or
on a weekend vacation. Many
;trc;; ridden job' lull into thi' income level, she said.
Police. secretaries ami nurses
h;~vc the most strc"ful occupation.>.
she '-ald.
"The key to finding the stressfulv.md.

Schmitt to investigate
census count problems
l'robkm' arising. from the l 'JHO
n"JNh muntin New Mexico 1dll b,·
mw;IJ)latc·d by U.S. Sen. H:trmun
".lack" Sdtrnill 111 hearing.;, scheduled fomorrow at tlw Albuquerque
Cunvcntion Center.
Schmitt sard lhe hearings would
look tnto the problem' the state
lquslaturc hmf with reapportionnwnt of New Mexico's 42 senate
and 70 hotN' di.~tricts, and the proh·
km' rt•latcd to under-counts and
wrong t•stimatcs.
Sc·hmitt is <I member of the Sl•nute
Governmental Affairs Cnmmillcc
which has jurisdiction over the
Bureau of th\! Census.
Fcden•l dollars may also be at
slake. Schmitt said he feels that New
Mexico may be lm;ing. thousands of
dollar> hccausc federal appropria·
lions arc based on the wrong figure~.

lie added that he believes these
fidd hearings will probably be the
firs! of m;my. No oversight hearings
have hcen conducted yet on the 1.980
census l'igurcs. even though rnuny
states have expressed dismay over
l'ounts they felt were grossly underestimated.
A numher of people prominent in
the census rigurc controversy will
appear as witnesses before the com·
mittcc, including Bruce Chapman,
the Burcuu of the Census director,
Herb Fernandez, New Mexico
LlJLAC director. Frank E. Paul,
vice-chairman of the Navajo Nation,
slate Rep. Cecilia Rosafes-Masters
of McKinley County and the mayors
of Espanola and Gallup. Further witnesses arc expected to be called to
testify as the hearings progress.

type joh is. number one, being in a
job where you don't have control
over the outcome. Clt:rk;tl workers
arc gtvcn a job and they've got
hr;um and inlelligcncc. but quite
often they're not allowed to usc il.
They'll !!L't blasted for changing u
letter," Star!> said .
Number twn i~ being in a job
where people have to deal with
other; in very stressful situutions,
lik~ police and nurses.
"You'll never g.ct rid of stress.
Stres' is a part of our lives. lt'slcarn.
inp the copin~ mechanism to deal
wilh .. th;ngs Jhat arc stressful to
you, Starks satd.
The classes arc held every Tuesday at4:30 p.m. in room 340 of the

Family Practice Center on the UNM
North Campus. Each class teaches
creative way to relieve stress.

More information is available
from th.c Extra-Mural Medical
Education Center at 277-3510.

Or so one would believe, from
talking to locals and reading newspapers. The world's most notorious
molorcycle gang has mustered an
image of aging teddy bears during
this summer's "National Run,"
headquartered at the Officers Gulch
campground 3 miles north of Frisco.

Jigsaw puzzlers
satisfy cravings

They still like their beer, and they
still get a bit rowdy at times, bul that
could also be said of skiers who
populate this area in winter.

ATHENS, Ohio (lJPI)- Fifteen
of the nation\ fustest punic solvers
:md a like number of doubles teams
squared off Sund:ty in finals of" the
First National Jigsaw Puzzle Charnpion;hirs.
Hallmark Cards Inc., parent company llf Springbok l'ur.zles, put up
$5,000 in prize money for what it
called "The Wimbcldon of Jigsaw
Puzzling" at the D~tiry Barn cultural
center on the Ohio University
campus.
Contestants during the finals and
two previous days of preliminaries
worked at tables carefully separated
to prevent pecking. Guards stood by
with stopwatches.
After tense hours in silence, contestants who punch in their final
pieces jump up and yell "Jigsaw."
E. Emefde Dahms. of Lebanon.
Ohio, top finisher in Saturday's
semi-finals. needed only 3:26.10 to
piece together a 500-piecc puzzle of
a. slice of pizza on a red-checked
tablecloth.

Why, the big bad Angels even
scheduled a softball game last week
with local firemen - an act of
heresy for self-respecting Angels of
a decade ago. And when Angel John
"Big John" Strasser took a shotgun

Joe Cavaretta
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TRANSFER WOMEN!
HP·S21_5_3_§>1ical V..and~ ~~.,:.
HP·S2170A Quo<! 1\ol••t-nnry Modul~

HP-IL PERIPHERALS
fip:-s216bA f'ip)CI,iterfan• Mc;dul~ I~;

1m&

O£ALi:R

Drafting and Engineering kits
available at student prices.
<;,AU:

f:ND~

1 lK Hl

1

VOIIl
Volu
the

401 WYOMING NE · 265·7981
QualitY products lor theWorfd of Science,

E~glneerlng

& Business.

VISA
MASTER CHARGE
AMERICAN EXF'RESS

When a local Iough g.uy (some
would say fooll direclt•d some impu·
lite words at an Ang.L'I last wcrk in a
nearby honky-tonk. six towering figures in sll'I.'Vc'k" j~tt:h•ts surrotlllded him.
Ins lead or softening hi~ head with
a pool t•uc, the Angels ju,t g.fo·
wcn~d. The• tnu)!h !!UY backed down.

Soct·al secur·tty harder to get

pleandspcntlotsofmoncy.
"But no, I don't think they're a

·

bunch of cuddly teddy bears," he
said. "They're still dangerous.
They're involved in organized crime
at any number of levels. But their
reputation is already huilt. They can
operate on fear and intimidation now
without having to prove themselves."

. .

WASHINGTON (UPI)- Social
Security's disability rolls were hurdcr to get on last year than ever before, and applications arc beginning
to drop for the first time in the past
few years, official figures show.
Preliminary figures from the Social Security Administration show
only 357 people joined the rolls per
100,000 insured workers in 1981,
the lowest ratio by far since the program began in 1956.
In addition, the 345,300 people
who were granted disability payments was the smallest number since
1969, the official figures show. The
number of 1981 awards was about
the same as in 1970, despite a 34
percent increase in the size of the
insured population.

With his bushy beard, soiled jeans
and paunch, John R.L. McCullough
could pass in some quarters for a
bona fide Angel - except he rides a
Japanese motorcycle, reads a book a
day and takes graduilte courses at the
University of ~orthern Colorado.

I
I
I

.

The disability program paid $17.2
billion in benefits last year to an estimated 2.7 million workers und their
dependents. The ratio of disabled
claimants on the rolls-- 2,868 per
100,000 insured workers-- was
the lowest since 1974.
The figures, published in the August "Social Security Bulletin," indicate the program's growth rate is
still dropping off afl(;r a spectacular
rise in the 1970s. The ratio of disabled claimants to insured workers
climbed 45 perccnl between 1970
and 1975.
Applications for the program.
"which had remained relatively
constant over the past few years, began to decrease in 1981 , " the Social
Security study said.

The total number nf applica1.1 million -·-was about
l 0 percent below 1.9&0, and prclimimtry figures for Janu:try through
May of 1982 indicate about an I8
percent drop, lhc study said.
The Reagan administrntion,
under pressure from Congress to
tighlen the program, has ordered
state disability agencies to look
more closely at new applicants and
to review c.laims of all those now
collecting benefits.
A widely 4uotcd General
Accounfing Office study found tlwt
20 percent of those on the rolls arc
not disabled, and the Social SecuritY
Administration estimates $4 hillio;1
u year is paid lo undeserving
claimants.
tions~-·

1·
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Sorority women at UNM
are looking for
other sorority women
whose affiliations are
not established on
this campus.
Sorority women here
would like to include
you in UNM's Greek System.
Call the
Student Activities Center
at 277-4706 or
come by the Center,
Room 106
New Mexico Union Building.

·
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MUSCLE is what counts in a body building contest. Although
UNM's Gary Morimoto had plenty to spare, it was only
enough for a 5th place finish in the Teenage Mr. New Mexico
Contest last week at the Civic Auditorium.

I

(bMPOtAT10N

!king a man. howl·vcr, 1m~ans
ncwr fighting your l(lc' one-on-one.

...................."'''''''''''''''''''''''''''........." ......................................, ............~
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"They've channcd the townspco·

~

I

•

"Yeah, they've been rca) wellbehaved up here," said Jim Wallie>,
a Denver detective who specializes
in knowing about nutluw bikers.

McCullough, disgusted with
press accounts, put his feelings this
way: "I really can't believe every-

Free Fries

HP·!J216_1A Dlg1tal S:o>sP!Ie DnveHP-82162A Thl'rmal Print,•r Ploif<'r
HP:s2i 80A Exteclcted Fu;l~li<ll\5 Mc~dule
HP·S2.l81A Exlertd••d Men1orv Modul~
HP·S2l82AT!tn<• Modtll~ _

and pictured as "aging gr;tct•Jully"'
in a recent press ucc:nunt.
"When vou' rc a member of I he
No.
I mo11in:vclc dub in the coun·
"But the Hells Angels arc rotten
try. you don 'I ·ha vc ({) pwve nJlldt,"
guys. They don't let you in otherwise. because you have to pruvc Barger said.
"In pnlspl'ctivc member,, we
don't
look for Uw 'haddcst' l(Uys
yourself lo be rotten before you bearound.
but for guys who hdicvc in
come a member."
Not so, ~ays Angel leader Ralph our life-style and who'll ;,(and up f(lr
"Sonny" Barger. now 43. nmrricd, it and be a mm1."

one thinks those guys hnvc changed.
If l owned a Ii4Ut1r slnrl! in FrisL"o,
I"d say the same thing., I guess.

DAVID RUSK

Rusk assumes
UNM post
Former Albuquer"quc mayor
David Rusk will be teaching at
UNM 's School of Architecture and
Planning this Fall as an adjunct pro·
fessor of planning.
Rusk, well-known as Albuquerque's mayor from 1977 to 198 I, will
serve as a consultant to the school,
conducting seminars and discussion
sessions for faculty members and
students.
Rusk is now an executive with
Meadows Resources, lnc., a Public
Service Company of New Mexico
subsidiary. Rusk was manpower
director for Albuquerque from 1971
to 1974 and a member of the state
House of Representatives from 1974
to 1.977.
Rusk will be joined in his capacity
as a consultant by John Brinckerhoff
Jackson, a Santa Fe native, who is
internationally recognized in the
field of landscape architecture.
Jackson has taught at Harvard, the
University of Texas and the !Jniversity of California at Berkeley. He
is the author of three books on
architecture and was editor of
"Landscape Magazine" from 1951
to 1968. Jackson was named an honorary doctor of fine arts by UNM in
1977.
Architecture school dean George
Anselevicius said he thinks the men
will be a big boon to the school and
will aid the program tremendously.

·Student Bookstore
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Serving the University of New Mexico and the Albuquerque area
Mon-Fri 8:30·5:30 Sat 10:00·5:00
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Buy One

Mars .5mm
mechanical pencil
(with extra leads and eraser)
for $5.99 and
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Get Two More Free
3 for the price of 1!!
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PIRG outlines problems: tenant beware
Eadt 1\ugu;t tlw neighborhood~
;urrolllicllllg llNM arc combed by
tln>tNmd; of students 111 .;L·an:h of a
pl<t\:t' ttJ liw Many rcnt~r.~ urc in tt
hurrv and enter into rental a!,!rec·
mc·nt' ami lc•uscs wi:h no rc/(ard for
tht· tt•nn~ or the umdition of the
propc1ty, mudt to lhc·tr regret Inter.
1\ lrw wcll·phrw;cd que~tion~ and
takmv tht• tunc lo check lor needed
n·pa1r' could mean the difference.
The ftr'>t '>lcp is. of eourw. to lind
a '>Uilahk place to live. Ncw'opapt•r
ad,, tht• Sllll bulklln buard, real
,.,tate· ru·ms. tht~ uniwr,tty homin!!
ollin•. rental agencies and chance
ltndmf' ol a plm:c "lor rent" ;~rc
'"ntt• ol tlw sourt·c~. 1\genctcs c'ilfl·
not guarantee you a place to ltw.
,.,.l'n though 'oevcral dlargt• a COil·
;.tdertthlc Icc to sec their li'otings.
Care is advised before giving uny
ntont'V. us it usually h non·
rclundithlc.
Once• a location is found. an eX·
ami1tat ion of the properly 1s most
important. Be Mire to examine the
plac·c where you will live. not a
'motkl apartlllcnt' or unothcr
tenant's 'just like the one for rent.'

Tor C boy's
services today
TIWTII OR CONSEQUENCES
<llf'IJ
Services were schcdulctl
Monday morning for a 3-ycnr-old
Truth or Consequences boy who
drowned in an irrigation ditch while
visiting his grundpurcnts ut Garfield
in Oona Ann Cnur)ly.
The victim was the son or Sclias
and Sully Montoya of Truth or Consequences.
The boy apparently wandered
away from his granpnrents' house
and fell into the canal. located more
than 30 feet from the home.

The examination ~hould be
n.:a~onably thorough and empha~itc
the area.~ where problems arc mo'>t
likely. Look for faulty wiring.
broken loch and window latches,
>~gns of plurnbin~ leaks and recent
.;tructural repair.~. flc sure all liP·
pi lance.; work properly. inr:Judin~
kitchen fans. hot water heaters und
!!arbagc dispo>ah.
1\n inventory of any furnio;hings
provided by the lmuJiord will also
help when lcavmg the property.
Check behind large piece., of furniture l'nrhiddcn defects. I,ist all items
pnlV!dcd, cspccia.lly ~mailer ones
like dr:tpcrics. icc trays. broiler pans
and shower ntrtains. If something
seems mis-;infZ. ask. Have the land-

li~t.
di~agreemcnts.

lord si(!n the

to insure against

rights to go to court or provides that
the tenant will not seck justified
reimbursement.

If the landlord agrees to fix or
clean anything, add it to the rental
agreement. Sometimes rent cun be
reduced or abated for the first month
if the tenant is willing to do some of
the work.

Deposits arc regulated by law. If
the deposit seems unreasonable,
don't pay it until you are certain it is
within legal guidelines. Always get
a receipt for cash.

Usuft!ly landlords have standard
rental agreements already prepared.
Don't w.sumc these rental limns and
leases arc non-ncgotiuhlc. Any
terms can be added or deleted so
long as both parties arc in agrc<:'rncnt
and both sign. Read carefully the
language of the form, particularly
rc~arding deposits and ending the
agreement. You cannot he hr.ld to
any contract that abridges your

Once settled in. abide by the
terms of the agreement. If the landlord violates the terms. don't retaliate by withholding the rent or other
drastic mcnsures without getting
competent advice. Remember there
<Ire legal obligations to keep the premises clean and a duty not to disturb
neighbors. Being able to show that
you full filled your obligations is the

most important single factor in case
of real trouble.
The New Mexico Public Interest
Research Group in cooperation with
the Legal Aid Society of Albuquerque has published a thoughtful and
detailed guide for renters called the
LAS Renter's Guide. It is available
free to all students at the NMPIRG
office,located in the basement of the
SUB in room 24E. The guide provides much legal advice about tenant
and landlord rights, For problems
not covered in the guide, NMPlRG
and the Legal Aid Society both give
free a4vice and will do anything
short of going to court with you.
Common sense and a little time go a
long way toward making a house a
home.

1\TL/\NT A ( UPI J -- Tougher
immunization laws in all 50 states
will make it more difficult for children to enter school this fall if they
have not been vaccinrttcd against
s~vcn leading childhood diseases.
For the first time in many states,
every child registering fi)r school not just those entering kindergarten
or first grade- must show proof of
vaccination against the major childhood diseases. said Dr. Alan Hinman, director of the immunizmion
division of the national Centers for
Disease Control.
''All 50 states now have laws requiring some immunizations for
admission to school," Hinman said.
"Historically, the immunization
laws have applied to kindergarten

and first grades," Hinman said in a
weekend interview. "In recent
years, they have been expanded to
include student& at all levels - kindergarten through the I 2th grade in the majority of the' stales."
The childhood diseases for which
vaccinations arc required in most
states arc polio, measles. rubella
(German measles), diphtheria, tetanus and pertussis (whooping
cough). In about 30 states, students
also must be vaccinated against
mumps.

Utah, and Hawaii, Hinman said,
He said Pennsylvania lawmakers
passed tlie all-inclusive imrnunization Jaw, but it won't take effect until
nel\t year. Idaho has a law requiring
vaccination for all students through
elementary school grades.

Citing one childhood disease as
an example, Hinman said, "There is
a very clear correlation between immunization and measles. There is a
very clear correlation between enforcement of immunization requirements and the incidence of
measle~." Measles. he said, "is a
States that still have laws requir- very good indication of what is haping immunization or proof of past pening because .it is so highly contavaccination only for kindergarten · gious."
and first grade arc New Hampshire,
West Virginia. Virginia, Kentucky,
Hinman credits large measles
Louisiana, Michigan, Wyoming, epidemics in Alaska and Los
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FASHIONS
Back to School Sale
Levi's Jeans (Pr(•-washed) ir
Levi's Corduroys (All Colors)
Men's Short Sleeve Shirt
Ladies Fall Tops
Fashion Blouses
Sundresses
Designer Jeans (Quality Brands)
Overalls (Assorted Colors)
Overall Shorts (Assorted Colors)

only 11.50
only 10.50
only 4.50
only 4. 99
only 4.99
only 7.99
only 12.99
only 11.99
only 5.99

OTHER ITEMS ON SALE INCLUDE:
LADIES FASHION DRESSES,
SWEATERS, LEG WARMENRS, HEADBANDS,
PAINTER JEANS, BAGGIES, KNICKERS.

Across From UNM
Corner of Central & Cornell
2324 Central SE
266-6872
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The beefed-up school immunization requirements, Hinman said,
have been a major contributor to
what he calls the "remarkable progress" made in the last five years in
reducing the incidence of childhood
diseases.
Cases of 4iphthcria have dropped
from a high of 206,939 in 1921 to
just four in I 98!; measles from
894,134 cases in 1941 to 3,032;
mumps from 152,209 in 1968 to
4, 729; pertussis from 265,269 in
I 934 to l , 189; paralytic polio from
21 ,269 in 1952 to 6; rubella from
57,686 in 1969 to 2 ,060; and tetanus
from 601 in 1948 to 60.

•
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Be Hennigan's
Bound!
Quench The Thirsties And Hungries
Happy Hours •• Sunday Noon-Midnight
2 for 1 Monday-Saturday llam-7pm
(must be 21 years old)
Kitchen Open All Day
1-40 & Louisiana

SING!
in the
UNM CONCE~T CHOI~ • UNM's finest choir is o highly selective
ensemble of mixed voices comprised of students from all academic
disciplines. Membership is NOT limited to music majors! The size of
the choir is determined following auditions and is variable depending upon the ability of auditioning students. Adivities for 1982-83
include o performance of Bach's B minor Mass with orchestra in
Odober, Handel's Messiah in December, the Bach Festival with the
Orchestra of Santo Fe in February (to be televised nationally!), a
spring tour, performance of Beethoven's Moss in C Major in the
spring plus other scheduled events.
Rehearsal schedule: Monday and Wednesday, 3:00 p.m .• 5:30
p.m.

UNM CHORALE • a selective mixed voice ensemble comprised of
studenrs from all academic disciplines. Membership, too Is NOT
limited to music majors! Membership is determined via auditions.
All types of music will be sung. Some odivlties for 1982-83 Include
Handel's Messiah, Beethoven's Moss in C Major plus both individual
and joint programs with other choral groups.
Rehearsal schedule: Tuesday and Thursday, 3:00p.m. ·5:30p.m.

•

•

:
•

NON·MAJOI\S ESPECIALLY WELCOME IN ALL GltOUPS. Solo training
is not necessary. Auditions ore not difficult: and chorus may be
added easily to your schedule for either 0 or 1 credit. Graduate
credit Is also avallobl~ for all choral ensembles,

I

LAS CRUCES fUPll -The parents of a 9-year-old girl have tiled a
$1 million damage suit in District
Court against a former teacher who
was arrested and charged with
numerous sexual violations.
Pluintiff.~ Ernie and Nil a Bourland
filed the suit against former teacher
David Garcia, 34, the Las Cruces
School District and Valley View
Elementary School, Garcia's former
employer.
The Bourlands allege Garcia
showed their daughter pictures of
nude adults, exposed himself to her,

AUDITION AT YOU~ CONVENIENCE
10:00 o.m. ·Noon; 1:30- 5:00p.m. (August 20, 24, and 25)
In P.oom 1116. Fine Arts Center - Music Depolfmenr.
Call 277-4202 or 277-4001 for further Information .

made crunmal sexual penetration
and threatened to punish the girl if
she told anyone what happened.
They alleged the acts occurred in the
I 980-81 school year when their
daughter was a student in Garcia's
second grade class.
The school district and the school
were named as plaintiffs for alleged
"willful, wanton, malicious, reckJess and gross neglect."
Garcia was arrested in the spring
of 1981 and charged with more than
30 sexual violations. He agreed in a
plea bargaining arrangment to enter
no contest pleas to three counts of

Time management
workshop presented
I
'

Managers who have too little time
to 4o their jobs should make time to
participate in a one-day workshop
on "Time Management" to be presented Sept. 13 in Albuquerque.
UNM's Management Development Center, part of the UNM
Robert 0. Anderson Graduate
School of Management, is sponsoring the workshop.

three or more people.
Expenses incurred for continuing
management education may be tax
deductible if undertaken to maintain
and improve professional skills.
This includes tuition, travel, meals
and lodging.
More information is available by
contacting 1.he Management Development Center through the UNM
School of Management.

STAFF POSITIONS OPEN
ARTS EDITOR
LAYOUT APPRENTICE
REPORTERS
STRINGERS

JOURNALISM EXPERIENCE
PREFERRED
APPLY ROOM 131 Marron Hall
BY AUGUST 27

contributing to the dt'linqucncy of
minors.
A district judge this yem· ord!!rcd
him to undergo mental treatment for
an indefinite time at the state Hospital Forensics Center in Las Vegas,
where he earlier underwent
psychiatric evaluation by examiners.

United Way
begins drive
The United Wuy of Greater Albuquerque will kick off its $4 rnillioll
fund drive at a noon luncheon Scp. 8
at the Mueller Aero Service Hangar
at the Albuquerque International
Airport.
UNM's dean of the Robert 0.
Anderson School of Management is
this year's campaign chairman.
The luncheon will highlight the
result of about 20 pilot campaigns
conducted in August for the United
Way at various Albuquerque firms.
Cost for the luncheon is $3 per
person and reservations must be called into the United Way Agency,
247-3671, by Wednesday.
The United Way will be fund raising for 38 human service agencies.

--Do You Want A Class
That Reflects Your Interests?-The College of Engineering still hus some openings inothe fi)llowing
courses offered tilis Fall for non-engineering students.
ENGR-N 320- Engineering in its Social Context
Instructor: Cottrell, M.
ENGR-N 337 • Water Pollution control
Instructor: Matthews, J,
ENGR-N 382 - Energy and the Environment
Instructor: Whan, G.
ENGR-N 384 -Auto Engines and Fuels
Instructor: Porter, J.
ENGR-N 385- Solar Energy Use
Instructor: Bell, G.

Workshop topics include payoffs
from managing time, analyzing present uses of time, basic ,principles of
good time management and
meaningful time analysis.
The instructor lor the workshop is
Barbara Boehm, president of an
Albuquerque consulting firm which
specializes in management, organizational and human resources de·
velopmcnt.
The workshop will be held from
8:30a.m. to 5 p.m. at the Sheraton
Old Town, 800 Rio Grande Blvd.
N.W.
Workshop fee is $125, which includes all program materials, re·
freshmcnts and lunch, but not lodging. A 10 percent discount is avail·
able for any organization sending

Mondaze
events
Mondaze, Aug. 23, frorn 10
a.m. to 3 p.m. SUB recreation
will sponsor a house party ih the
SUB games area, which is on the
lower level of the New Mexico
Union. There will be free play on
video games, pool and table' ten·
nis. There will also be a video
contest from J 0:30 until II :30
a.m. From 1:30 to 3 p.m. local
champs will challenge the public
for prizes at table tennis and pool.
There will also be a show on the
hOrth mall from noon to 1 p.m.,
starring guitarist Tim 0' Routke,
magician Dale Mounts and Latin
singer AI Hurricane Jr.

Sale valid on as many items as you like, one transaction only.
Coupon must be presented. Not valid on sale merchandise.

We specialize in quality merchandise
at low, direct-import prices:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
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DAILY LOBO

Las Cruces couple file suit;
sexual misconduct alleged

Angeles in I977 with building widespread support for tougher immunization laws,

UNIVEI\SITY CHO~US • a Iorge festiVal chorus that meets every
Tuesday evening from 7:30 -9:30p.m. This chorus is designeod
especially for people who wish to sing but hove limited time and
experience. Performance adiVities include Handel's Messiah In December and Beethoven's Moss in C Major In the spring. Auditions
nor required.
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ASUNM president Michael Gal- ·student appointees trom ex-otl!CJo panswnary programs for UNM.
2. No further tuition increase.
legos was notified by an aid to Gov. members to voting members," he
3. "Last year the BEF unanicmor Bruce King about a week and a said. "Tuition hikes have been dehalf before school began that he will cided in the past by one or two votes, mously adopted a $! rnillion workbe appointed to the Board of Educa- so a voting status for the student study project for the state schools.
representatives is very important.
UNM got about $330,000 of thut.
tional Finance.
This
year we' II be asking for a $5
Gallegos is awaiting offici!ll con"If we can achieve th1s goal this million work-study program. UNM
firmation via a letter from Gov. year, you can bet we'll try to get :\
would get about $f. This would
voting student representative on the mean about 600 new jobs for ttNM
King.
"This yearthe student representa- Board of Regents next year."
students."
tive position on the BEF is of major
Gallegos said the following will
The first meeting nr the BEF is
importance t(l ASNM because we be his priorities as a rep on the BEF: scheduled for· Wcdnc,dav in S:mta
arc going to try to change the two
'
I. Capitol outlay projects and ex- Fe.

Proof of vaccination aga·inst diseases
necessary for children to begin school
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UNM representative receives
non-voting position on BEF

AU!!Li~t

Wicker Chairs, Cushions, & Tables
Rattan & Brass Storage Trunks
Bamboo Window Shades/Room Screens
Rattan Desk & Swag Lamps, fullywired
Silk & Dried Flowers
Handwoven Floor Mats/Wall Shelves
Cane Hampers/Wastebaskets/Planters
Largest Selection of Baskets
Scented Candles/Incense
Glassware/Mugs/Kitchenware
Potpourri/Oils/Soaps

MWI!'

ll:OO-l1:50AM

MWF

8:00-8:50AM

1T

a:30-4:45PM

TI

11:00-!2:!5

TI

2:<Xh1:ISPM

I'<I)'C I K. Nl'W M<'tll'a /Jwlr /.olw. All).'li\L 2 ~. JIJK2

"".Jr~
Enter~~~ment
jf'
[2Jf1"1

Performing Upstairs ·"Ole Scratch"
Bogarts & KFMG Present

BEATLE'S NIGHT-AUG 30th
Dr!lss '60s and Receive a tree drink
Dance & Costume conte11t

S;;an

M~teo

Cash and other prizes
Drink Specials every hour

at Montgomery Mall • 883·8176

WEARE
MOVING

to a bigger and better
location -111 CORNELL S.E.

(next to the post office)-and a

NEW
OPENING
a booksigning with
Rudolfo An~ya autor de
Bless Me Ultima, Heart of Aztlan
and his new book T~les from the Liano
Leo Romero autor de Aella Neera y Celso

'

~.

~It of the Saturday August 28
4-6 p m

~earth

\;-"!! .

.

eooliand Periodicals

111 CORNELL S.E.
265-9473 Mon.-Sat. 11-6

Reagan tax increase attacked;
local Republicans split
The increase, some $98,3 billion,
State Treasurer Jan Hartke, taking
While President Reagan was
'swallowing hard' in Washington to on seven-term incumbent U.S. Rep. bas also fractured New Mexico's
accept a tax increase that would ally Manuel Lujan, Jr. i.n the lst District, once solid Republic<!n congressional
llim witll Democrats and raise the ire which includes Albuquerque, delegation.
of conservative Republicans, all emphasized that he would first have
three Democrats running for con- sought out alternatives to a tax inU.S. Sen. f{arrison Schmidt has
gress from New Mexico were hastily crease. H<1rtke believes knocking come out against the President,
denouncing the tax increase prop- out some of Reagan's planned tax saying he has no intention of voting
cuts might have made the tax in- for the bill. Sen. Pete Domenici and
osal,
Candidates Bill Richardson, Jan crease unnecessary. If he were in Rep. Lujan have announced for the
Hartke and Caleb Chandler all said congress, though, Hartke says he measure, while Skeen is seeking
this past week that they would would not hesitate to vote against it.
more input from his constituents beoppose any tax hike if they were in
fore he decides~
office, contrary to what many
Bill Richardson, running strong
national Democratic leaders have in the new Northern and Westem
The tax issue is causing a Jot ot
been saying about Republicans District, questioned the wisdom of
political
heads to ache. Studies show
finally coming to their senses.
what he termed 'Roller-coaster ecoPolitics make strange bedfellows, nomics.' Richardson said he cannot only a minority of voters favor the
and this year is providing some of understand how the largest tax cut in increase, yet many will base their
the oddest political alliances in re- history came to be followed the very vote this fall on the courage of their
cent memory. With the President next year by the largest ever tax in- incumbents. Republicans, formerly
unified behind the President, now
siding with Tip O'Neil and the crease proposal.
must
choose during an election year
Democratic leadership against fiscal
to vote for an unpopular tax boost,
conservatives in the Republican ParCaleb Chandler, the underdog in a joining Democrats across the aisle,
ty, Democratic candidates everyor oppose the President and take the
race
against Republican U ,S. Rep.
where are grabbing the voters' ears
political fallout. Democrats can
with plenty of finger-pointing rhe· Joe Skeen for the 2nd District,
push for the bill in congress, yet gain
sounded
the
most
like
the
conscrvatoric, Here in New Mexico, where
in the election by fielding
seats
tive
Republicans,
stating
he
would
,
Democrats just don't vote despite a
nearly two-to-one edge in registra- have to vote against it if he was m candidates opposed to the increase,
making a lot of political hay while
tions, Democratic candidates seem congress, because he feels there's
the sun shines. It's a no-win situato be basing their campaigns on still more waste to be eliminated in
tion for the Republican Party this
being able to sound like the Republi- the bureaucracy, particularly in
fall.
Washington.
cans.

1 for every 830 students

Microcomputer use increases
STU DENT HEALTH
CENTER
Anyone carrying 6 or more
hours is ciligible to use the
Student Health Center.
Student Health Insurance is
not necessary to be seen at
the Student Health Center.
All visits are Free.
There is a minimal charge tor
lab tests &x-rays.
Appointments available
during the day.
Walk-in Clinic open 24 hours/
7 days a week.

Most public school districts in
New Mexico are using microcomputers for classroom and administrative purposes, and the use of microcomputers by schools will expand
rapidly in the ncar future, according
to a survey com)ucted by two UNM
researchers, "
Dr. Paul Resta, College of Education associate dean for special pro·
jects, and Patrick Scott, assistant
professor for elementary education,
surveyed administrators in all 89
state public school districts. They
learned that currently 301 microcomputers are in use by school districts. Based on current enrollment
figures, this implies one microcomputer for every 830 students.
'• Sixty-one percent of the districts
used microcomputers for instruction
during the 1981-82 academic year
and 88 percent project such usc in
the near future," Rcsta saio. "Districts tended to use microcomputers
most frequently at the high school
level, followed by less intensive use

at the mid-school/junior high and
elementary levels."
He said elementary level school
districts are primarily using microcomputers for basic skill training in
math and language arts. The largest
projected use of microcomputers
will be at the elementary level during the 1982-83 academic year.

"A few districts are also using
microcomputers to teach programming concepts at the elementary
level," Resta said. "In contrast, at
the junior and senior high levels, the
teaching of programming receives
by far the greatest emphasis. The
survey revealed that computerbased simulations were used primarily in junior and senior hgih
school science courses."
Most school administrators are
approaching the use of microcomputers in a careful and evolutionary
way, Resta said,
"This is in contrast to the well-

All general medical problems
are handled.
Specialty clinics- allergy,
dermatology, gynecology,
internal medicine, neurology,
orthopedics, surgery,
urology, nutrition, podiatry,
dentistry.
Mental health serviceindividual, couple, family,
group, vocational
counseling.
Pharmacy & a nine-bed
infirmary.
Noon Back Exercise Class
run by Ann Partridge, R.P.T.
Tuesdays & Thursdays 12·1
Starts September 7, 1982
2nd Floor Conference Room 235
277-3136

1982·83
Student Directory
Deletion of Names and Addresses
Any student wishing to have her/his name
deleted from the Student Directory needs to
stop by the Student Activities Center lo· •
cated on the first floor of the New Mexico
Union Building (SUB) before Friday,
September 3, 1982 and fill out the appropri·
ate form.
The Student Directory will be published and
available during the first week in October
and will be on sale at the Student lnforma·
lion Center In the SUB and several other
places on campus for $1.

documented efforts of the pst to use
educational technology by acquiring
hardware without adequate knowledge, preparation and planning,"
he said. "The survey showed that
there is widespread recognition of
the training needs that must be met if
classroom microcomputing implementation is to be successful,''
The survey has been the catalyst
for formation of a new statewide
organization of computer users in
education that will provide training
and planning services.
Resta chaired a recent meeting
attended by education and industry
officials from throughout the state to
discuss whether a need exists for a
computer Users group. They unamiously agreed to begin the
groundwork to establish the organization.
"Among the goals of the new
organization will be to establish a
statewide network linking people
who work in educational computing," he said. ''We want to develop
a software exchange and perhaps a
centralized data base of information.
We will also promote public awareness about the development of computer literacy, hold at least one major conference each year with
nationally-recognized speakers and
provide training ad technical assist•
ance workshops geared to specific
needs of educators around the
state."
Resta said the organization should
be in place some time this fall and a
state-wide conference could be held
in the spring. Resta said he is also
organizing a joing Albuquerque
PUblic Schools-UNM planning conference on computer education to be
held Sep. 2-3 at Tres Lagunas
Ranch.
The ONM·APS conference will
be "a brainstorming session for a
cooperative support system," he
said. "Sales of microcomputers for
home. use are increasing
tremendously and the whole educational system really needs to respond
to this. UNM needs to know how
best to meet the needs of the public
schools."
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IThree instructors given
i awards

1

for excellence

Three teachers at UNM who have
demonstrated a commitment to excellence have been chosen to receive
the Outstanding Teacher of the Year
Award.
Ferrel Heady, professor emeritus
of public administration, was recognized for his work on the graduate
level, while Carolyn Wood, associate professor of educational administration, and Jerry Bom, associate
professor of pharmacy, received the
award for their undergraduate
teaching.
The graduate-level award is based
on publication work and the willingness to work with students on their
professional development, Undergraduate level teachers are chosen

on the basis of their enthusiasm for
their subject area and the time they
spend with their students.
Each of the te<tchers will receive
$1 ,000 from the UNM Foundaton
and the AMOCO Foundation. The
award was created in 1975,
Heady came to UNM is 1967 to
assume the positions of academic
vice president and professor of political science. He had previously
taught for 20 years at the University
of Michigan. He served as president
ofUNM from 1967 to 1975 and then
returned to teaching in the Division
of Public Administraton. Heady retired from UNM last summer,
though he taught a course this. summer and plans to teach one course

yearly at UNM.
Wood has taught both at the junior
high and university level as well as
working outside the classroom in
consulting work, presentations and
student personnel administration,
Wood came to UNM in 1977.
Both she and Heady completed their
doctoral work at Washington University in St. Louis, Mo.
Born began teaching at Butler
University College of Pharmacy in
Indiana. He was an associate professor of chemistry and other related
courses.
Since coming to UNM in 1977 he
has been involved with students both
on and off campus through orientations, presentations and recreation.

Joe Cavartma

OUTSTANDING TEACHERS: UNM has presented its annual
awards for outstanding teaching to (seated, from left) Ferrel
Heady, Carolyn Wood and Jerry Born. They met on campus with
Associate Provost Joel Jones (standing), coordinator of the
award program, and Chuck Vickers (right) of the UNM Foundation,

Agent Orange health effects
to be studied at VA center
DENVER (UPI) - Scientific inquiry into health-related effects of
Agent Orange is being enhanced by
I0 new research projects approved
and funded by the Veterans Administration,
One of the projects involves the
Albuqerque VA Medical Center,
noted VA Administrator Robert
Nimmo.
He said the new projects are supported for up to five years with VA
research funds in excess of $2 million. They were selected from proposals submitted by individual investigators working in VA medical centers across the country.
The scientists responded to a request for new research proposals
issued by the VA Medical Research
Service, which specified a biochemical, physiological or toxilogical
focus on the delayed effects of exposure to Agent Orange and Agent
Blue.
Nimmo pointed out that the projects primarily involve animal studies. But, human tissue cultures will
be analyzed in some of the experiments, Specific approaches range
from behavioral observations of
laboratory animals exJ)osed to the
defoliants used in Vietnam to
biochemical studies of fat metabolism.
Nimmo said perplexing questions
about the effects of exposure to herbicides used in Vietnam have led
VA into a number of research initiatives. He explained that a key effort
now in advanced planning stages is
an independently design~d,
epidemiological study, the pilot portion of which will be conducted by

BACK TO SCHOOL
SPECIALS
TYPEWRITERS FOR
HOME OR OFFICE
non eleetrie port&bJcs wt!h ease from Sj:g_gs
electric pof1abfes Wilh case from S119.95

CALCULATORS,
all fully guaranteed
Tl buSiness analyst. ............. , ........... S19.95
CMio Seienlificfx-3t ............ , ... , ........ $12.95
11·57 program11.ble.,, •••• , •... , • , •...• , •.•• , $29.95

~~~::: ::~.=~- ::S6.9S
:~_: ~:: :::::::::: :::::::::: rJ:~~
many ottters
~rom

STEREO AM·FM RECEIVERS
J'/C, PIONEER, SA.NSUI, KENWOOO, ETC.
from 99.95

SUPER DEALS ON
CASSETTE DECKS, SPEAKERS,
AND TURN TABLES.
CANON. NIKoN, PENT.\)( MINOLTA, OLYMPUS
AND MANV OT~ERS AT LOW·LOW PRICES, AND

EVERYTHING IS FULLY GUARA.Nfi:ED

ATTENTION UNM STUDENTS:
BRING THIS AD FOR
AN ADDITIONAl 10% DISCOUNT

SANDIA JEWELRY AND LOAN

co.

517 CENTRAL N.W.
~_towtt 5th a~ 6th

CENTRAL B42·1233

contract and will comprise a feasibility test of the full-scale study
mandated by Congress.
In addition to a number of research efforts, the VA has performed health examinations for

more than 89,000 Vietnam veterans
worried about possible adverse
effects from the herbicides. The VA
is now authorized to treat any veteran for certain disabilities which may
have been caused by exposure to
Agent Orange.

Abortion & Pregnancy Testing Clinic's

Well Woman Clinic
Annual Exams. Family Planning, Pap
Smears, VD Screening, Referrals

Call For Appointment:
265-9511
-·
-~
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Student Bookstore
opposite UNM

2122 Central Ave. SE
243-1777
Serving the U~~:~:~ ~:~O:~:~:xi~~:~~:~g-~g~querque area
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MPNDAZE Aug. 23:
Joe CavanHta

SLEEPING BEAUTY: The New Mexico Museum of Fine Arts in Santa Fe has reopened after a
complete renovation that left the structure's ambience intact.

Museum re-opens doors
of the museum were refinished, the
walls repainted traditional white,
and the interior patio was relandscaped.

The New Mexico Museum of
Fine Arts re-opened July I after a
Most of the modernization of the
lengthy renovation, restoration and museum was done in the curatorial
expansion. The 2. 7 million dollar offices and library, in the basement.
project, financed by the state A "state of the art" sec•Jrity system
museum system and a private dona- was also installed.
tion fl'Om Santa Fe artist B. L. Goodwin, "brought the museum into the
A new wing intended for contem20th century,'' said Mary Wormley porary art was built at the back of the
of the public affairs office.
old building. The wing bas 6,500
square feet of gallery spac~ and. a
climate control system, wh1ch Will
help the museum house traveling exhibits. Ansel Adams' "Moonli&ht
over Hernandez'' is currently on display in the new wing, part of a group
of the photographer's prints recently
acquired by the museum. Three
paintings by Georgia O'Keefe,
loans from private collectors, are
also on display.
"Rauschenberg in the Rockies"

is the title of the current contemporruy exhibit which will hang through
Oct. 3. On Sept. 17 a 20-year retrospective of works by Larry Bell
will open. The show will include
vapor drawings, glass cubes, sculpture, some of the artists early paintings and furniture, and scale models
of some of his room-size installations.
Wormley said the Museum continues to exhibit old favorites from
its permanent collection. The
museum is noted for its collection of
works by early 20th century Taos
artists. During the renovation project, many of the best of_these to!ired
the U.S. in a collectiOn entitled
"Light and Color."
Located off the Santa Fe Plaza
just west of the Palace of the Governors, the Museum i~ open daily
from 9 to 5 p.m., and IS free to the
public.

• 1 0:00 om - 3:00 pm
in the SUD Gomes Area
lower level of the New Mexico Union
• 1Oom-3pm FREE Ploy on
Video games, pool and table tennis
• 10:30pm-11 :30pm Video Contest
Deer Mug & Hat Prizes
• 1:30-3pm Pool and
Table Tennis Challenges compete with
local chomps and win a prize.
• 12noon-12:30, Guitarist
Tim O'rourke on the North Moll
• 12:30-1 pm, Magician
Dole Mounts on the North Moll
• 1-1 :30pm, Latin Music
AI Hurricane Jr. on the North Moll

TUESDAZE Aug. 24:
• 10:30om-1 :30pm
Chili/Watermelon Feed by duck pond
dancers, gun fighters, knights of the round table

WEDNESDAZE Aug. 25:
• 2:00 pm-3:30pm Ice-cream Social
in S.U.D. Ballroom
• 12 noon - 1:OOpm Coping Workshops
• 7:00pm- 8:00pm Workshops on time management.
drinking responsibility and frustrations
on 1st floor, SUD.

THURSDAZE Aug 26:
• 10:30am - 1:30pm
Academic Mar. in SUD Ballroom
•12noon- 1:rJpm
Coping Workshops on 1st floor, SUD

Presented by Feyline

ntEDOOBIE
BROlliERS/
FAREWELL TOUR

Daily Lobo
Classified
Advertising
17¢ per word per day or
12¢ per word per day if run
five or more consecutive days.
Deadline in 1:00 p.m. of the day
prior to the date of insertion.

KOB•FM WELCOMES
THE DOOBIE BROTHERS
Tuesday, August 31, 1982
TINGLEY COLISEUM
Tickets at all GIANT Ticket Outlets

FlUDAZE Aug. 27:

Com<' to our oj]ice, Moron Hall Room JJJ (Oir Redondo Dr. b_elll'cen tile
journalism and biology buildings J cmy time from 8:00 a.111. to 5:00/1, m. Monday
tlmmglr Friday or mail it to UNM Bo.r 20, Alb. N.M. 87!3/

Produced by Feyline & Marty Wolfe

• 3:30-6:30pm
at the Johnson Gym Pool and Fields
All day "Deoch Doy'' music with OJ
• 3:30pm Sky Divers & Hot Air Balloons
Dunking Machine/Horseshoe Contest
Student vs StaH/Foculfy Compefion
(Mush-.Volley-, Earth-ball and Tug-0-Wor)
Frisbee. Pushboll, Eorthboll and Earth Gomes
Clown and Balloons
• 5:30pm Dellyflop Contest
• 6:15pm Modeling Show

SATURDAZE Aug. 28:
• 8:00pm - 1:OOom Country Western Hoedown
''Buckboard" Live Music 6 D.J.
Hayrides around S.U.D.
• 8:00pm - 11 :OOpm
ALSO Video Gomes, Chuck Wagon and Old Fashion Photos
Donee Contest, Winners: Will be worded, a free trip
to San Diego for Lobo game.
Admission: $1 UNM Student, $2 General
at the SUD BALLROOM
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DOUG BENKO

Joo Cavaretta

FOUR CHAPLAINS, a sculpture by UNM graduate Doug Benko was unvieled Saturday at the
Veteran's Administration Medical Center Chapel.

Clergymen's bravery honored
Tnfoya
So the story goes about the World
War JI ship, the S.S. Dorchester:
On Feb. 3, 1943, the ship was
torpedoed by a Nazi submarine.
Four chaplains on board the ship
gave their life jackets, and in essence their lives, so four sailors
would live. This sacrifice was not
regarded as mere heroism but could
be seen as divine emulation.
The immortalization of Jewish
Chaplain Alexander D. Goode,

New season holds new
hopes for Lobo women

NMSO sets

Steve King

Catholic Chaplain Johnny P. the Dorchester. An undulating
Washington, and Protestant Cha- American flag provides the backplains George L. Fox and Clark V. drop. A plaque hangs under the four
Poling became solidified on Satur- faces, supplementing the visual
day with the unveiling of a sculpture documentation with necessary
at the V cterans Administration Hos- words.
pital. The commermorative work
Benko was commissioned by the
was created by UNM economics stu- Veterans Service Organization to
dent Douglas Benko in rcmeml]ilr- build the sculpture, and though his
models were rather limited, Benko
ance of that fateful day in 1943.
The sculpture is a graphic metal- seemed confident about the foundawork which shows frontal views of tions for his creation.
the four chaplains and the sinking on
"I had to rely mostly on artistic

convention," said the artist. "I had
only a small photograph of the four
clergymen, and pictures of old war
ships for the models."
The relief is made of sheet steel,
brass, and copper and is electroplated with antique bronze and some
parts are covered with silver nitrate.
A welding torch was used for the
construction and to heat the metal
for the proper coloring.
Benko first presented his model to
the Service Organization before the
Veterans Day Celebration of 1981.
He worked up the design and sketch
by mid-May of this year and began
production on June 15. Benko
weathered the summer's rain, working in mud and a half-finished studio
and toiled constantly during the
month before its completion. He
finished working last Thursday.
"I saw all the pieces together for
the first time on Wednesday night,"
Benko said.
Benko's sculpture was officially
presented to the Veterans Adminis-

The New Mexico Symphony
Orchestra will be holding auditions
for violin, viola and double bass on
Saturday, Aug. 28; and french hom
and cello on Sunday, Aug. 29. The
auditions will be be held at the UNM
Fine arts Complex, Room B-120.
Musicians will be asked to prepare a
short piece of their own choosing
and play excerpts from the Symphony's upcoming season's repertoire, which are now available at the
NMSO office,
For an appointment to audition
and further Information on pay scale
and orchestra sevices, please call the
NMSO office at 842-8565.

should start out in the polls this year.
Watch out, because there's someDoug Hoselton didn't get his
thing new coming over the horizon,
number one recruit, but he got some
No, this is not an advertisement or good people and returns .all butthree
commercial for the new Boeing
ladie~ from last year's steadily
767s, but a notice to look for some matunng team. Depth and quickness
tremendous new happenings from · should be Coach Hoselton's and
the female sports set at UNM.
assistant coach Frankie Walsh's
Loaded with good athletes and
stre~gths. Look for some big haptalented coaches, the women's
pemngs from the lady hoopsters.
athletic teams will shine even brighThe women's golf team was rankter than last year. The volleyball,
ed number one in the nation the week
basketball and golf teams all did before the NCAA championships
great things for women's <1thletics last year. All five starters retum
last year.
from that fivesome which finished
The women will be playing in the ninth last year,
newly formed High Country AthleCoach Henry Sandles is gone, but
tic Conference. The new league Barbara Berry will fill the shoes
should be just what the doctor nicely. Berry was Sandles' assistant
ordered to let the Lobo women have last year and knows what it takes to
some limelight at UNM.
win on the golf course. With all of
New Mexico State, Brigham these things, they should do quite
Young, Wyoming and Colorado well.
The women's cross country team
State will join the. Lobos in the
HCAC. The conference should be should be extremely competitive
very balanced, giving the Lobos an this year with everyone returning.
excellent chance of making good in Coach Helen Hom's tennis squad
looks like it may make some waves
the upcoming 1982-83 campaign.
Coach Mike Hebert's volleyball too.
Coach Susan Craig's softballers
team made it to nationals last year
and is looking forward to bigger had a rough season last year thanks
things this year. Hebert's bunch was to injuries. This year should prove to
ranked in the top twenty last year and be a new beginning for them. With

Gameworld ...

"He's not an 18-year-old.
He's a draft resister. We
know how to rehabilitate
these dangerous criminals
here."

GRADUATE
STUDENTS!

30 Games
to Play

UNM women's tennis coach
Helen Hom lost four of her top six
players from last year's team.

If you want to feel sorry for her go ahead, but don't be suprised if
her team doesn't do as well or better
than last year.
from last year's team," says Hom,
who will be beginning her second
season as coach. "I was pleased
witb our team last year. The problem

Across from
UNM next to
Don Pancho's

Open House
This Week
August 23 - 27
10:00 a.m. - 1:00 p.m.
GSA Office

5 Games for $1
all day long

r---------

Coupon
I
1 FREE
I
Token
I
I per customer
I

Jock Itch? Athlete's Foot?

Committee Applications
ar.e now being accepted
in the GSA Office.

GSA Committees:
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MIKE HERBERT

was that we lost too many close
matches."
One might call this a rebuilding
year for Horn's program. "We
should do pretty well this year,"
Hom continues. "This team will be
hungrier than last year's. You might
say that were still a developing
program.''
The lady netters had a .500 season
in dual matches last year and will
begin play Labor Day weekend with
the Michelobo Tourney at The Lobo

Tennis Club,
This season's main event will be
The University Volkswagen Intercollegiate Tennis Tournament to be
held October 7-9 at the Lobo Tennis
Club. Teams involved include:
Southern Methodist, Oklahoma
State, Louisiana State, Arizona
State and Arizona.
The team will hold a mandatory
meeting for all walk-on candidates
Wednesday, August 25 at 2:30p.m.
at the Lobo Tennis Club.

Feminine Attire

grGFl of.

t~0

F.jlffif?8RED ffijlfDEFl
2937 Monte Vista NE

11101 Menaul NE

Suq·Tran will be selling passes at ON.M in the SUB (main
floor, north end) from 9AM to 3P.M on August 20, 23,
24, and 25. Come by and see if Transit is the answer for
you.
Semester* Pass ...•...................... $50.00

Finance
Student Hcscareh Ailomtions
Committee
Special Projects & Spt•akcrs
Conlmittee
Judiciary Commitlcl'
Constitution .11.<-draft
Athletic Council
Admissions & Rt•gistrntion
Arts & Sciences Graduatt"
Committee
Camtnts Planning
Child Care Co-op Board
Community Education
Committee
Computer tfsc Committee
Cultural Committee
Curricula Committee
Students Standards
& Grievances
University Radio Committee

possible.

Tht' \Vomen and Change'Group is fn•e to stud!'nls <'nrollt•d for
6 or more hours.

How much are you spending for commuting to school?
As a full-time student, you could pay as little as $50.00
per semester. That's the price of Sun-Tran's Semester•
Pass. And you don't have to stop at school, the
Semester* Pass is good for unlimited rides during the
week and weekend.

FREE COFFEE
AND DOUGHNUTS

Campus Committees:
If you think you have problems with the above, you may be evaluated at no charge
for possible inclusion in a study to compare drug effectiveness. The study runs
two weeks and treatment will be provided at no charge.

A support/(•ouns<'ling/~kill-l!•liJ'Hing group lbr stu1!Pnts !'Xpt•ri<'IWing dHmg<' and wanting to d1•al with it mon• <•Oi•\'tin•lv.
Two s<'ssions will I)(' oflt•r('d:
·
Mondny mornings from 8:30-10:15
or Mondav aft<•rnoons from 4:00-5:45
Tlw six-w1•<>k gto;1p will begin Monday, S('pt1•mlwr 20 and run
through Monday, Octolwr 25, 1982.
Students wishing to participate in tlw Wonwn and Chan!l,<'
Group should phone the UNM Stud<•nt Mental Jh•alth St•rvic<>
at 277-45:37 to sclwdule a preliminary intervi<•w as soon as

soon be in transit.

SUB Basement

1

all-american candidate Michelle
Madrid on the team and other hard
working veterans, Craig should
have a good nucleus to work with,
So, follow the women's athletic
program this year, each team is exciting in its own way. They work
hard and should be reaping the rewards before too long.

A Group About
Women And Change

Your lifestyle may

Come To Our

For information call
Dr. Becker or
Dr. Tschen at

:I

1

Horn's netters prepare for battle

"I only have two starters back

~

I

Sports

tration on Saturday amid song, ceremony, and speech by Senator Harrison Schmidt.
The sculpture now hangs in the
chapel of the VA Hospital.

auditions

l~ddie

o
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F:tculty Senate
Faculty Ethics Committee
GAITA Committee
Human Subjects
International Aflitirs
Committee
Lihrary Committee
New Mexico Union Board
Speakers Committee
SeMtc Graduate Cotnmettec
Stucleut l'uhlications
Research Policy Committ<<c
Women's Center Board

If you are ineteslcd in serving on any of these commi~tees call

GSA at 277•3803 or stop by the GSA Office, SUB Basen:ent.

good through December 31 st

Commuter Pass . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . $ 16.00
I

one calendar month

Punch Pass
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$ 8.00

twenty rides

I

• available only to full-time !!tudents of accredited post high school educational
in~titutions in Albuquerque. A full'time student at ONM is registered for 12
undergraduate hours or 6 graduate hours.

City of Albuquerque
Transit Division
For information call: 766·7830

Sports

Sports

Sadler rings new hope to Lobo '0'
continuQd from pogo 24

nmg hack corps, but arc shallow in
the receiving, light end and quarterback slots.

wlw graduated from Troy State lim·
v<"f'>Jiy m IIJ60. "Consi>tcncy is the
k<'Y ulong with what evolves from

"If we make mistakes, Ijttst hope
llwt they don't cost u; tf~c.b~llg,a~c.
The enthusiasm and spmt arc very
good, hut we need co~s!sl~ncy. '!'he
only way we can get tt ts m success

m p.amc .!)ituadons. ''

Sadler has many admirerers in the
Lobo camp. "Coach Sadler has
added some enthusiasm to the
team,'' said quarterback David
Osborn, who will be at the controls
for UNM. "He knows what's happening," added Michael Johns?"·
who is returning to top runnmg
form.

ln the quarterback slluatton,
Osborn is the only proven performer. Buddy Funck and Tracy Mount
have been around, but haven't played a down. Todd Williamson is running second behind Osborn at this
p<,int.

Sadler's goals for this ~car arc
very simple: "Sec the oftcnsc go
~ttcr and to prepare ourselves one
game m a time.
He feels that Wyoming is a
physical team, but that the . L.obos
will overcome those types ol teams
with quickness. UNM also has depth
in the offensive line and in the run-

All in all, Sadler has some good
people to work with and some good
ideas on how to move the football.
With all of these positive things,
look for some exciting things from
the Lobo "team. "

Slick receiver Keith MaGee along
with speedy Robert Mitchell and
Derwin Williams, who sat out a year

PRACTICE might make for a good season _for UNM's Kelly
Fackel, one o( the tennis team's new recrwts.

Sunday's scores
in major leagues
United Press International

National League:
Atlanta 10, New York Mets 9
Chicago Cubs 8, San Diego 7
Pittsburgh 4, Los Angeles 3
Philadelphia 8. Cincinnati 2
St. Louis 5, San Francisco 4
( 12 innings)
Montreal at Houston, night
American League:
Boston 4, Oakland 2
California 6, Detroit 5
Chicago White Sox 12, Kansas City
3
Cleveland 4, Minnesota 3
New York Yankees 3. Toronto 1
Baltimore I 0. Texas 3
Milwaukee at Seattle. night

QU/C~NE~S ~~·t~e line counts in this drill during Wednesday morning's football practice.
The Lobos open the season on Sept. 4 in Wyoming.

Joe Cavaretta

HELEN HORN
......,
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Buy one WHOPPER.® sandwich,
get another WHOPPER®
free!

Welcome to UNM
b f
dering
Please present this coupon e ore or
.
UmH one coupon per customer.
Void where prohibited by law.
.
Expires
Sept.
1982 .
Goo.d only at:151916
Central S.E.

BURGER

KING
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One per person please.
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Hair We Are
.
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11
1. 20% off on any service
2. KMS Shampoo (value 4.50)
I
Free with any cut.
I
3. KMS Shampoo and conditioner (value 9.00) I
Free with perm & cut.
I
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Did You Know?
•American Hospital
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•00
The patient " responsible for any balance

6012 50
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7&70.02

no( pa1d by the msurunce
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g coruact your Keystone representative for details on the new htghcr benefit plan.
.
Enroll Startmg August 23rd at:
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The UNM soccer club will play a
twenty-game inter-collegiate sche·
dule this fall. The club's schedule
has an international flavor with
games against The University of
British Columbia, Canada; The University of Geneva, Switzerland; and
the Chihuahua and Durango Institutes from Mexico.
The team will make three road
ttips, one to Utah and two to Colorado. Funding for the program has
come from the proceeds of the two
Lobo soccer camps recently held.
Tryouts for the team will be held
at4 p.m. on Wednesday, Aug. 25,
and on Sunday, Aug. 29 at the south
campus field.

SMALL
call277-5656
and find out about
being seen in the

..._DAILY LOBO

LAS CRUCES {UPI) - New
Mexico State University head
coach Gil Krueger said he was
pleased with the way the Aggies
used their new shortpassing game
in their first scrimmage of the
season Saturday.

things went, considering it was
our first scrimmage," Krueger
~aid, "We had a breakdown of
some patterns and assignments,
but Jamie looked great. He did a
good job of reading the defense
and our recci vcrs caught the
Senior quarterback Jamie ball."
Sophomore tailback Kim
McAlister completed seven of I 0
passes for 88 yards, including an Locklin led the rushing attack
eight-yard touchdown pass to with 57 yards on eight curries,
senior flanker AI Tanner, and while junior fullbuck James
backup Bill Ramsey was 5-12 for Hebert added 39 yurds on eight
35 yards in the 74-play controlled carries,
scrimmage.
TIJC Aggies open the 1982 season by hosting the University of
"I'm pleased with the way Tcxas-El Paso Sept. 4.

rcA.M-Pus--1J~ic. _v---c--iE~-. -- --i~~.,~;Jt;,J..
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MEN'S AND WOMEN'S
1982 FALL SEMESTER ACTIVITIES
ENTRIES DUE
MANAGER/PAJl.TICIPANT

Table Tennis Singles
*5'10'' Basketball
Billiards Singles
Bowling Singles
Badminton Singles
Wrestling
Karate

MEETING
Wed, Sept 1
Wed, Sept 8
Wed Sept 8
Wed, Sept 15
Wed, Sept 15

Wed,
Wed,
Wed,
Wed,

22
22
22
29

Fri, Sept 24
Sat, Sept 25
Man, Sept 27
Fri. Oct 1

Wed, Sept 29
Wed, Sept 29
Wed, Oct 6

Sat, Oct 2
Mon, Oct 4
Mon, Oct 11

Sept
Sept
Sept
Sept

~:~: g~~ ~g

Wed, Oct 20
Wed, Oct 20
Wed, Oct 2/
Wed, Oct 27
Wed, Oct 27
Wed, Nov 3
Wed, Nov 3
Wed, Nov 10
Wed, Nov 24
Wed. Nov 24

MANAGER/PARTICIPANT
ENTRIES DUE MEETING

AGIVITY
START
DATE
Tues, Sept 7
Thurs, Sept 9
Mon, Sept 13
Fri, Sept 1 7
Mon, Sept 20

M~~: g~~ ~~

Fri, Oct 22
Mon, Oct 25
Sat, Oct 30
Sat, Oct 30
Mon. Nov 1
Sat, Nov 6
Man, Nov 8
Sot, Nov 13
Wed, Dec 1
Sat, Dec 4

RECREATION PROGRAM
AGIVITY
Swimming

START DATE MONDAY. AUGUST 30, 1982
.
llUILDING
DAYS AND TIMES
Olympic Pool
Tues & Thurs 5:30-6,30p.m.
Johnson Gym
Tues &

~~:5&6;~gA~36~:~:

Man & Wed 7·8p.m.
Tues & Thurs 7:30-8:30p.m.
10 12
Saturday
· p.m.
Sunday 9-12p.m.
Wed & Fri. 6:30-7:30p.m.

lnnertube Water Polo
Putt Putt
Tennis
Monkey Golf
16" Softball
5 Person Basketball
Bowling
Racquetball

Wed, Sept 8
Wed, Sept 15
Wed, Sept 29
Wed, Oct 6
Wed, Oct 1J
Wed, Oct 27
Wed, Nov 3
Wed, Nov 17

START
DATE

Man, Sept 13
Mon. Sept 20
Sat, Oct 2
Tues, Oct 12
Mon, Oct 18
Mon, Nov 1
Mon. Nov 8
Fri. Nov 19

FACULTY/STAFF NOON HOUDn
INTRAMURAL SCHEDULE
MEN AND WOMEN FALL 1982
ENTRIES DUE
MANAGER/PAJl.TICIPANT
MEETING
AQIVITY
Fall Tennis Classic
Co-Ree Mushball
Dance-Exercise
Co-Ree Volleyball
Racquetball
Cross Country Run

Thurs. Sept 9
Thurs, Se pt 9
None
Thurs, Sept 30
Thurs, Oct 7
None,

START
DATE
Fri, Sept 10
M 0 n ' S ep t 13
Mon, Sept 20
Man, Ucr 4
Mon, Oct 11
.Sot' Nov 20

Carlisle Gym
Carlisle Gym

All manager/participant meetings ore mandatory and ore held at
4: 15p. m. In room 154 of Johnson Gym, All starting dates ore
subjecr to change, so manager meetings ore very Important! The
Intramural Office Is located in room 230 of Johnson Gym <NE
comer). Phone 277-5151.
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SPECIAL POPULATION
CAMPUS RECREATION PROGRAM
MEN AND WOMEN
ENTRIES DUE

Racquetball Court 2

Aux\l:~':r~:rs

I
I
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COREC 1982
FALL SEMESTER ACTIViTIES

HANDICAPPED INSTRUCTIONAL

1
I Weight Training
Racqu~tball
I Yoga
or llasketbbll
I Wheelchair
Deep !loll llasketball
·
1 Volleybollillasketball
1 •forfeit fee

I
1

!

RECREATION

I AGIVITY
1 *Flog Football
Swim and Diving Mef:
I Golf
Singles

I
I
I

I

lnt·rw.~ rrorn

-

HACK TO SCHOOL SPECIALS

I ~~:~::rr:~~ee
I Racquetball Singles
Basketball 1 on 1
I Handball
Singles

I

-

·

I Tennis Singles
I .Putt Putt
(mini golf singles)
I Archery
k Meet
I T~~~r-the-line
I Cross Country
I Frisbee Golf
I *Volleyball
•soccer

Soccer club
tryouts set
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The 7th annual John Anders
Memorial Alumni Basketball Game
will·be held at 7 p.m., August 27,
1982 at the Civic Auditorium. It has
been named "Michael Cooper
Night'' in honor of tbe fanner Lobo
who is now a member of the Los
Angeles Lakers, and is being played
in memory of John Anders, a victim
of sickle cell disease. Ali proceeds
will benefit the Sickle Cell Council
of New Mexico. Executive Director
Louis Duncan and Ira Harge are
coordinators of the game.
Bob King, former basketball
coach at UNM, is honorary chairman of this year's classic. Related
events include a reception for all
high school coaches in the state
which will be held at the Press Club
in Albuquerque at 3 p.m. on that
same Friday, August 27. Head
Coach George Raveling of
Washington State University will
join Bob King in hosting this event,
and Jim Hulsman, head basketball
coach/ Albuquerque High, is chairman. Projected guests include Weldon Drew, head basketball coach/
NMSU; Smokey Gaines, head basketball coach/San Diego State;
Floyd Theard, head basketball
coach/Denver University; Jim Newman, assistant basketball coach/Arizona State; and Rob Evans, assistant
basketball coach/Texas Tech.
At 5:30p.m. the basketball action
begins with a preliminary game between Bernalillo Super-Soph All
Stars (coached by Henry Sanchez,
head basketball coach/Bernalillo
High) and Albuquerque Area Super
Sophs (coached by Ron Garcia,
assistant basketball coach/Albuquerque High).
The 7 p.m. classic will feature
Lobo and Aggie Alumni, and halftime happenings include a Slam/
Dunk contest and entertainment by
the Last Chance, after Michael
Cooper has been honored by Mayor
Hany Kinney. Tickets are $5 and
will be available at the door. They
can be purchaSed in advance at both
Powdrell' s Restaurants and Gardenswartz Sports locations.
Many of the above-mentioned
people will join other sponsors of the
Sickle Cell Council at the final event
on Saturday night . . . a banquet to
be held at the Classic Hotel. The
keynote speaker at this 5th Annual
Fundraising Banquet will be Benjamin Hooks, executive director of
the NAACP, and emcees will be
Roxie Rooker and Robert Guillaume
of TV fame.
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Keystone Lire
2625 Pennsylvania N~;, SuUe 300
Albuquerque, NM 87110
81i4-6R27
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1 out of every 7 Americans will
be hospitalized this year.*

Kick
Rm. 203 of the BaSIC Medical Sciences Building,
located On NOrth Cam pus
.
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nn services done by Steve Chavez

t off meetin:~~d~~A~~:4 ot 7:00p~ intIt
Room 201-203
North Campus

nn Central acmv.. from Popejoy Hall
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NMSU makes short
passing game work

Lobo-Aggie Alumni to play

will be dmng the majority of pass
catching for the Lobos. Mike Drury
and walk-on Brian Adler have
looked good and should see some
action also.

John Lane is the only experienced
tight end for the Lobos, as ~he
coaching Maff had to move Bnan
Briscoe from the defense to back up
Lane. Lane was hampered by injuries last year, but proved himself
worthy.

l·arly season mistakes.''
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AOIVITY
Track Meet
Tab·· le Tennis
t'

MANAGEPJPARTICIPANT
MEETING
Wed, Sept 22
Wed, Oct 27

START
DATE
Sot, Sept 25
Sat, Oct 30

All starting dotes ore subject to change, so manager/participant
meetings are very Important. All rr.eetings will be at 4:15p.m. In
Johnson Gym, room 154. Call the Intramural Office If you cannot be
present. Phone 277-5151.

ROOM 230, JOHNSON GYM (NE CORNER), Phone 277-5151
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